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Athletes 
Abstract 
A systematic sport-specific visual performance weighting and profiling system 
is introduced. Issues of increased value, decreased variability, and clearer understanding 
of relationships of athletic performance to visual and visual-motor performance are 
addressed. The proposed system analyzes the visual task demands of different sports and 
positions within sport when preparing a visual performance profile and determines a 
relative importance factor by sport for each skill tested. The weighting system is based 
upon a standardized visual performance evaluation format already in use. The system 
may then be tested to determine if relationships of sport-specific visual and visual-
motor performance to athletic performance is enhanced by use of a weighted importance 
factor. Computerized determination of visual performance indexing is proposed. Future 
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Sport Specific Visual Performance Weighting in Elite 
Athletes 
Abstract 
A systematic sport-specific visual performance weighting and profiling system is 
introduced. Issues of increased value, decreased variability, and clearer understanding of 
relationships of athletic performance to visual and visual-motor performance are 
addressed. The proposed system analyzes the visual task demands of different sports and 
positions within sport when preparing a visual performance profile and determines a 
relative importance factor by sport for each skill tested. The weighting system is based 
upon a standardized visual performance evaluation format already in use. The system 
may then be tested to determine if relationships of sport-specific visual and visual-
motor performance to athletic performance is enhanced by use of a weighted importance 
factor. Computerized determination of visual performance indexing is proposed. Future 
considerations, research-oriented performance testing, and systematic indexing are 
addressed. 
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It appears that athletes possess different visual abilities in some areas when 
compared to a normal population. Research results show that elite level athletes 
consistently score differently than age matched normals in certain visual performance 
abilities3. The visual and visual-motor demands differ between sports and positions in 
some sports. At the present time there is variability in the area of sports vision testing 
and evaluation. Inter-tester as well as normally expected inter-subject (athlete) 
variability exist2. 
One method to reduce variability in the field of sports vision and in particular the 
area of evaluation, would be to develop standardized protocols for testing and evaluation 
of visual and visual-motor abilities of athletes. The Pacific Sports Visual Performance 
Profile (PSVPP) 1 developed by Drs. Bradley Coffey and Alan Reichow of Pacific 
University College of Optometry was one of the first attempts to standardize testing in 
the field of sports vision. This involves using identical testing equipment, instructional 
sets, illumination levels, positioning of subjects, superior vs. potential performance-
limiting test result criteria, and recording protocols. Parts of the following were taken 
from VISUAL EVALUATION OF THE EUTE ATHLETE: OPTOMETRIC VISUAL PERFORMANCE 
PROFILING presented at the 1985 Annual Meeting of the American Academy of Optometry 
held in Atlanta, Georgia, December 9, 1985. 
The PSVPP was developed to enhance communication between practitioners and 
researchers. Using the PSVPP protocols, data were gathered during the 1985 National 
Olympic Festival (NOF) in Baton Rouge, LA, by a team of optometrists affiliated with the 
Sports Vision Section of the American Optometric Association (AOA). Note: Data were also 
gathered at the NOF in Houston, TX, in 1986. At present the NOF is termed United States 
Olympic Festival (USOF) The NOF is a sort of Hmini-olympicsH held during every non-
Olympic year for the purpose of grooming the United States Olympic teams. The athletes 
in the sample were evaluated in accordance with the testing protocols of the PSVPP. The 
testing battery employed was designed to evaluate characteristics of visual performance 
related to athletic competition. In addition to classical tests of visual acuity, refractive 
condition, and ocular health, the battery includes tests of visual performance related to 
the task demands of various competitive sports. Each athlete had been invited to 
participate in the Festival by the United States Olympic Committee based upon 
demonstration of exceptional athletic abilities. 
The PSVPP is a standardized testing battery, consisting of 23 tests assessing the 
visual performance areas of visual sensitivity, eye movement skills, refractive 
condition, accommodation/vergence, depth perception/eye teaming, central visual 
recognition, peripheral visual response times, eye-hand and eye-foot reaction and 
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response times, and eye-body/eye-hand coordination. The initial data were gathered, 
statistical analysis conducted, and norms developed. Visual performance profiling based 
upon these data utilizes standard scores as one of the criteria of adequate vs. potentially 
performance-limiting results. The data, for certain measures, showed a high degree of 
variability. This may be due to routinely expected inter-subject and/or inter-tester 
variability. Based upon inter-sport comparisons it appears different sports require 
different visual and . visual-motor skills. 
Using careful sport and position-specific task analysis to weight the relative 
importance of different skills in different sports when preparing a visual performance 
profile may prove useful. A systematic sport-specific visual performance weighted 
profiling system may assist in determining adequate vs. potential performance limiting 
· test results when evaluating visual and visual-motor performance. In the proposed 
system careful visual task analysis of individual sports and positions when preparing a 
visual performance profile and determination of relative importance factors by sport 
for each skill tested is performed. It is desirable to base the development of this system 
upon a standardized format already in place (PSVPP). The system needs to be able to flex 
as the PSVPP evolves. The system must be able to adapt to changing instrumentation, new 
research information, and changes in visual performance assessment procedures. The 
value of the system is augmented when the system can accommodate individualized and 
customized visual performance profile demands. Profiles are based upon the premise 
that standardized testing protocols will be used to evaluate athletic visual performance. 
There is considerable interest in the area of sports vision in general as well as many 
requests for comparisons of data accumulated by practitioners vs. the PSVPP data. Many 
practitioners currently base their assessments of visual performance in sport upon the 
data collected during the 1985-86 Olympic Festivals. In a number of instances the 
judgement of superior vs. performance limiting test results cannot be made with 
certainty. This project assists the practitioner and other sports professionals by 
providing increased flexibility when profiling generated data. Weighting by sport and 
position increases the value of the current format already in use. Those skills which are 
deemed to have relatively more importance are weighted appropriately. The system can 
adapt to changes in technology, updated research information, and individual and/or 
customized profile demands with slight adjustment. The system indirectly increases the 
scope of sports performance evaluation and enhancement procedures by allowing 
professionals access to more information. It demands that practitioners and sports 
professionals develop new trains of thought. Attention to sport and position-specific 
performance issues opens new avenues for research and development of equipment, 
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technique, and inter-disciplinary interaction. Based upon a numerical 100 point scoring 
format, the system increases the understandability of performance evaluation and 
profiling. 
Standardized systematic testing and evaluation procedures and protocols yield more 
valid and less variable results. The underlying assumption is that the evaluation of 
athletes is testing those abilities and task demands used in athletic competition. Since 
there is some disagreement concerning which abilities evaluated at present are critical 
to peak performance in a given sport, it appears reasonable to offer a sport-specific 
critical value rating for each PSVPP measure. The critical value rating determinations 
are based upon sports specific visual and visual-motor task demand and current 
research information. As sports vision research reveals more and differing indications 
concerning critical abilities, relative to particular sports, the system can accommodate 
those changes borne out by scientific advances in the field. 
Can athletic performance be predicted based upon sport-specific visual and visual-
motor performance and visual performance weighting evaluations? Sport-specific 
visual and visual-motor demand performance, as most sports professionals would 
probably agree, is related to athletic performance. If a severe depression in a critical 
visual ability exists then athletic performance will probably be compromised. The 
athlete may have adapted to this glitch in the system and testing which isolates that 
ability may reveal a less than optimal skill level in that visual performance area. Sports 
specific visual performance weighting may illuminate unknown factors in the 
relationship between athletic performance and visual-motor performance which equal 
importance ratings would not. Sports specific visual performance weighting may also 
enhance the predictability of athletic performance based upon visual-motor 
performance results. Sport-specific critical weighting values can be individualized or 
customized. The critical value assigned each PSVPP measure can be adapted to suit 
individual profiles as well as tester subjective opinion of criticality. These can be based 
upon research and/or practitioner (tester) subjective assessment of importance 
relative to sport-specific demand. With the advent of new technology in instrumentation, 
human performance research, and testing procedures it is advantageous for the system to 
allow for critical value flexibility. 
With the addition of visual performance weighting to the existing standardized testing 
protocols, instrumentation, and procedures, visual profiling can become an accurate, 
easily understandable, and valuable tool for the sports vision evaluator, researcher, and 
other sports professionals. 
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The PSVPP data were gathered in strict accordance with PSVPP protocols 1. 
Data Collection. The data were collected in two different testing locations at 
different times utilizing different groups of testers. The testers were optometrists and 
members of the American Optometric Association Sports Vision Section {SVS). They 
were invited by the SVS to assist in data collection at the National Sports Festival in 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana, in July, 1985, and at the National Olympic Festival in Houston, 
Texas, in July, 1986. 
Subjects. The subjects were elite athletes from across the United States who were 
invited to the Festivals by the United States Olympic Committee based upon demonstrated 
sports performance. 
Normative Data. The results for each of the tests in the PSVPP are presented in the 
testing protocols which follow1. [Note: See4 for detailed protocol and normative data 
information. 
The original PSVPP protocols were established with the idea that certain evaluation 
categories would be addressed. An evaluation category can be defined as those individual 
measures of visual performance which may be grouped together and are evaluating the 
same, similar, or related visual abilities. Descriptions of evaluation categories used in 
1985-86 when profiling within the context of the PSVPP are described in the PSVPP 
Evaluation Categories6. Modifications to the evaluation categories have since been made. 
Some measures of visual performance used initially have been deleted, new measures and 
protocols added, and evaluation category grouping of PSVPP measures adjusted 
accordingly. The following represent the evaluation categories used at the time the data 
were gathered: 
1. Visual Acuity 
2. Eye Movement Skills 
3. Refractive condition 
4. Eye Health/Contact lenses 
5. Accommodation/Vergence 
6. Depth Perception/Eye Teaming 
7. Central/Peripheral Visual Recognition 
8. Eye/Body/Hand Coordination 
Seiderman and Schneider, in their book THE ATHLETIC EYE7, propose several 
evaluation categories labeled as Sports Vision Skills. The areas included are; Static 
Visual Acuity, Dynamic Visual Acuity, Eye Tracking, Teaming and Spatial Localization, 
Eye-hand Coordination, Central-peripheral Awareness, Visual Reaction Time, 
Visualization, and Accommodation. Reichow and Stern, their monographS discuss the 
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unique demands of each sport. Lists are included which are labeled Vision and Sports: 
Visual Skills Outline. The visual skills are broken down into the areas of Visual 
Sensitivity, Accommodation, Eye Movements, Binocularity/Fusion, Visual Perception, 
and Visual Motor. They also include a list of Visual Skill Demands of Football using the 
previous visual skill areas and rating the skills on a 0-3 scale of importance(O being 
the least and 3 being the most important) relative to each position within the sport of 
football. 
The present scoring system employed when using the PSVPP is based upon standard 
scores and would be best described as a normative scoring system. Optometric Evaluation 
of the Elite Athlete4, gives normative data to which individual visual performance raw 
scores are compared, scored and profiled. The standard deviation is the cornerstone of 
the scoring system. An athlete who scores within +1- 1 standard deviation(sd) of the 
mean on an individual measure or evaluation category (based upon subjective grouping 
of visual performance tests) would be categorized as possessing an average skill level. 
Enhancement would be suggested. The data are converted to Z scores ( a standard score 
which can be compared directly with other standard scores). With the mean converted to 
a value of 0.0, negative scores indicate performance scores which are less in value than 
the mean. Positive values are scores greater than the mean. As the athlete scores closer 
to + 1 sd above the mean he/she is approaching adequate skill level. Enhancement 
training changes from suggested to beneficial and is then used due to potential 
deterioration under stress. As the athlete scores closer to - 1 sd below the mean he/she 
is approaching potential limitation to peak sports performance skill level. Enhancement 
training changes from suggested to remediation/enhancement indicated. If an athlete 
scores +2 sd above the mean he/she receives a rating of superior skill level. A score - 2 
sd below the mean indicates a significant limitation to peak performance and follow-up 
care is indicated. Follow-up care then is advised based upon the normative data of the 
PSVPP. If individual measures indicate follow-up care, the nature of the compromised 
ability dictates whether a sports vision specialist or family eye care practitioner should 
handle the follow-up6. The present scoring system is based upon a 5 point scale with a 
range of +1-2 sd from the mean. If the number of subjects in the data base in a given 
sport is too small to validate statistical analysis, the sport is categorized as Non-
Dynamic {ND), Dynamic Small Target {DS), or Dynamic Large Target {DL). DS sports 
involve targets equal to or smaller than a softball, DL sports have larger targets. Both 
DS and DL sports involve movement of athletes, targets, or both. The results and 
comparisons of actual visual performance scores to sport-specific or sport category 
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normative data are organized into a visual performance profile. Each athlete generates a 
unique visual performance profile based upon actual visual performance during testing. 
The weighting system proposed here also uses normative principles. The Z score is 
converted to a stanine score ( to eliminate negative values). Stanine scoring gives the 
mean a value of 6.0. Each stanine unit is equal 1/2 Z score unit. This results in values 
ranging from 2-10 in value in the stanine scoring system. This stanine score is 
multiplied times a critical value which is assigned to each PSVPP measure. The critical 
value is assigned based upon sport-specific and position-specific visual and visual-
motor demand of that particular sport or position within that sport. Critical values 
range from 3-10 and stanine scores can range from 2-10. A potential score of 100 can 
be attained on a measure assigned a critical value of 1 0 and a performance score 2 sd 
above the mean. The product is then divided by a factor of 10 to reduce the score to a 
value in the 1-10 range. This value is termed a VISUAL SKILL PERFORMANCE FACTOR. The 
visual skill performance factors can then be totaled or grouped into evaluation 
categories. 
The concept of evaluation categories is important. There are few sports vision 
practitioners who possess the entire complement of instrumentation to perform the 
PSVPP evaluation exactly to protocol. If specific instruments are unavailable or not 
desired, or if additional tests are included, or if other potential circumstances arise, the 
evaluation categories may differ from those in the PSVPP. In those cases individualized 
or customized design of evaluation categories to suit the unique situation would be 
indicated. Logical groupings of tests into appropriate evaluation categories can be 
achieved with advanced planning and thoughtful preparation. Flexibility can be achieved 
while strict adherence to protocol is maintained. 
Dividing the totaled visual skill performance factors by the totaled visual skill 
performance factor potentials (the value obtained if a score 2 sd above the mean is 
attained on all measures) gives a percentage score which can then be termed a visual 
performance index score since it includes a measure of all the visual abilities tested 
within the protocols of the PSVPP. This visual performance index score is based upon a 
1 00 point scale with the totaled potentials equaling 1 00. Below is an explanation of the 
terms and computational formulas used in determining a visual performance index score. 
A flow chart of visual performance weighting is probided on page 23. 
Each heading is either a performance score or a descriptor. A performance score is a 
score actually earned by the athlete. Performance scores can also be actual performance 
scores modified by calculations involving coefficients or constants. They remain a direct 
measure of performance. Performance scores are not percentages of a potential or 
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weighting values. A descriptor is a percentage of a possible score, potential possible 
score, or an assigned value. Psychological buffer is the adjustment of numerical values 
such that the score cannot fall below a certain level. This is accomplished by deleting 
critical values 1 and 2 and adjusting the stanine score (2-1 0). When dealing with 
athletes this becomes an importa~t consideration. 
8 
visual SkW Performance MeasurefsJ 
1 . Raw Score [rs) 
The raw score is the numerical value the athlete received during testing. Raw scores are 
used to determine the Z score and stanine score for comparative and statistical analysis. 
2. Mean [~] 
The mean of a set of scores is computed by adding up all the scores and dividing the result 
by the number of scores. The formula for the mean is as follows: 
~ = EXfn where Ex = sum of the x scores 
n = total number of scores 
~ = sample mean 
The mean is a measure of central tendency of the sample , or a single number that 
describes the location of a set of scores. The mean as it is used in this project is the 
average of raw scores determined for that particular sport, position within that sport, 
or sport category (dynamic small target , dynamic large target, or non- dynamic) 
3. Standard Deviation [sd] 
The standard deviation is the average deviation of all scores from the mean; an index of 
variability in any measured function. Standard deviations are used as a measure of 
variability. 
4. Z Score [Z] [ ( r s - ~)Is d] 
The Z is a standard score which allows comparisons of different measures in like terms. 
It is obtained by converting the raw scores within a set of scores to a new set of scores 
with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. The advantage is that the observer 
can tell at a glance how far from the mean a given score is, and whether it is above or 
below the mean. 
5 . Stanine Score [Ssn] (2-10) [6 + ([Z](2))] 
The stanine score is a numerical description of the magnitude of the standard Z score. 
Stanine scores range from 1-9 (actually 2-10 due to desire to allow for maximum 
potential score of 1 00). In the stanine system of representing standardized scores, the 
mean is given a value of 6. Each sd/2 is assigned a value of 1. To convert from Z to 
stanine scores, the signed Z-score is multiplied by two and then added to the stanine 
mean of 6. For example, an athlete scores 1.25 sd above the mean. His stanine score 
would then be calculated as [6 +(+1.25(2))] = 8.5. If an athlete scores 1.75 sd below 
the mean his stanine score would be calculated as [6 + (-1.75(2))] = 2.5. This system 
allows for the use of positive numbers based upon a 9 point scale adjusted to a maximum 
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value of 10. This is helpful both in the calculation of performance scores and as a 
psychological consideration when dealing with the athletic psyche. 
6. Critical Value [cv] ( 3- 1 0) 
A critical value is a relative weighting value assigned to each PSVPP visual performance 
measure. Critical values range from 3-10 (values of 1 and 2 are not used due to desire 
for psychological buffer). The values are assigned based upon relative importance of 
particular visual performance test results to sport-specific visual and visual-motor 
demands. The relative importance of each ability has been determined by careful visual 
task analysis of individual sports and positions. This method of value rating and stanine 
scoring gives those tests which appear to be more critical to performance relatively 
higher weighting. For example ... Static visual acuity and imagery are far more 
important than reaction/response or split attention to an Olympic rifle shooter. 
7. Critical Potential [cp] (30-1 00) (cv*1 0) 
Critical potential is the maximum weighted score possible on a given measure, the 
number which would occur if the athlete scored 2 or more sd above the mean. A critical 
potential value assumes a stanine score of 1 0 (2 or more sd above the mean). When this 
score is multiplied by the critical value (3-1 0) a critical potential is determined. 
8. Critical Score [cs] (cv*Ssn) 
Critical score is a weighted performance score which is the resultant of the critical 
value multiplied by the stanine score attained by the athlete for that measure. Critical 
values range from 3-10 and possible stanine scores range from 2-10. The highest 
possible critical score is 100 and the lowest possible critical score is 6. An athlete can 
score a possible of 100 on a measure which has a critical value of 1 0 and achieves a 
score 2 or more sd above the mean. Critical scores are performance indicators of 
specific measures adjusted for critical value weighting. 
9. Percent Critical Score [%cs] (cs/cp} 
Percent critical score is a descriptor. It represents the percentage earned on a 
performance measure divided by the possible potential available. The percentage is 
calculated by dividing the critical score (cs) by the critical potential (cp). It is 
displayed as a decimal. Multiplying this decimal by 100 gives a percentage critical score 
in whole numbers. 
1 0. Visual Skill Performance Factor [vspf] [(cs*(1 0/1 00)] = [cs/1 0] = 
(cs*0.1 ). Visual Skill Performance Factor is a performance score equal to .1 (cs). This 
results in vspf values ranging from 1-1 0. 
1 0 
Evaluation Cateqqry Perfqrmance Measurers> 
11 . Category Critical Value [ECCV] (3-10) 
A category critical value is a relative weighting value assigned to each PSVPP visual 
performance evaluation category. Category critical values range from 3-10 (values of 1 
and 2 are not used due to desire for psychological buffer). The values are assigned based 
upon relative importance of categorized visual performance test results to sport-
specific visual and visual-motor demand. The individual practitioner can use the critical 
values currently assigned or can assign new values according to her or his judgement. 
This method of category value rating assigns greater weight to those evaluation 
categories which are more critical to performance. Evaluation categories can be pre-
determined or customized based upon limitations in instrumentation or desire to group 
particular tested measures together. 
12. Fractional Category Critical Value [ECCVfn] [(ECCV)*{CV1/(Sum CVn: n=1 
to n)}] 
A fractional category critical value is the product of the category critical value (ECCV) 
and the specific performance measure critical value (CVn) divided by the sum of the 
critical values (Sum CVn n:1 to n) for the performance measures within that evaluation 
category. Effectively this results in the product of the category critical value (ECCV) and 
the percentage that a specific critical value demands from the total. 
13. Fractional Category Critical Score [ECCSfn] (ECCVfn * Ssn) 
The product of the fractional category critical value (ECCVfn) and the respective stanine 
score (Ssn} for each measure is termed a fractional category critical score (ECCSfn). 
The summation of the fractional category critical scores is the evaluation category 
critical score (ECCS) for that evaluation category. 
14. Category Critical Potential [ECCP] (ECCV*1 O) 
A category potential is a descriptive indicator of the maximum potential for an 
evaluation category; the number which would occur if the athlete scored 2 or more sd 
above the mean on all the visual performance measures within the category. When the 
associated stanine score (1 0) is multiplied by the category critical value (3-1 0), a 
category potential ranging in value from 30 to 1 00 is reached. 
15. Category Critical Score [ECCS] (ECCVfn • Ssn) 
A category critical score is the summation of the products of the fractional category 
critical values (ECCVfn) and the respective stanine scores (Ssn) attained for each 
measure within the evaluation category. The product (ECCVfn * Ssn) for each measure is 
termed a fractional category critical score (ECCSfn). The summation of the fractional 
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category critical scores yields the category critical score (ECCS) for that evaluation 
category. 
16. Category Percentage Critical Score [%ECCS] (ECCS/ECCP) 
A category percentage critical score is the result of dividing the category critical score 
by the category critical potential. It is a descriptor. 
17. Category Visual Skill Performance Factor [ECVSPF] (ECCS*0.1) 
A category visual skill performance factor is the product of a category critical score 
' times 0.1, or effectively dividing a category critical score ECCS by 1 0. 
18. Category Visual Skill Performance Factor Potential [ECVSPFpot] 
{(ECCV*1 0)*0.1} 
A category visual skill performance factor potential is the product of the quantity of the 
evaluation category critical value (ECCV) multiplied by a factor of 10 times a factor of 
0.1. Effectively it is the same value as the evaluation category critical value. Category 
potential is the maximum weighted score possible on a given category, the number which 
would occur if the athlete scored 2 or more sd above the mean on all the measures within 
that evaluation category. A critical potential value assumes a stanine score of 10 (2 or 
more sd above the mean). When this score is multiplied by the critical value (3-1 0) a 
critical potential is determined. 
19. Percentage Category Visual Skill Performance Factor [%ECVSPF] 
(ECVSPF/ECVSPFpot)*1 00 
A percentage category visual skill performance factor is the resulting value of 1 00 
times the quantity of a category visual skill performance factor divided by a category 
visual skill performance factor potential. It represents the percentage earned within a 
category performance area divided by the possible potential available. 
The purpose of fractional category critical values is to resolve the amount each 
earned performance score (stanine score) within the category contributes to the total 
value of the category. This is dependent upon the critical value of each performance 
measure relative to the other performance measures within the evaluation category. 
Example: Given an evaluation category assigned a category critical value (ECCV) of 8 
which entails 5 performance measures assigned the following critical values: 
cv1 = 9 cv2 = 8 cv3 = 7 cv4 = 6 cv5 = 5 
Critical value total is [9 + 8 + 7 + 6 + 5] = 35. 
The fractional category critical values are as follows. 
1 2 
The portion of the category critical value due measure #1 would be 9/35 or .257 = 
25.7%. The critical value assigned to measure #1 would contribute 25.7% to the 
evaluation category critical value of 8 or 8.0 * .257 2. 0 6. 
The portion of the category critical value due measure #2 would be 8/35 or .23 = 
23%. The critical value assigned to measure #2 would contribute 23% to the category 
critical value of 8 or 8.0 * 0.23 = 1 . 8 2. 
The portion of the category critical value due measure #3 would be 7/35 or .20 = 
20.0%. The critical value assigned to measure #3 would contribute 20.0% to the 
category critical value of 8 or 8.0 * .20 1 . 6 0 . 
The portion of the category critical value due measure #4 would be 6/35 or .17 = 
17.0%. The critical value assigned to measure #4 would contribute 17.0% to the 
category critical value of 8 or 8.0 * .17 1 . 3 7. 
The portion of the category critical value due measure #5 would be 5/35 or .14 = 
14.0%. The critical value assigned to measure #5 would contribute 14.0% to the 
category critical value of 8 or 8.0 * .14 1 . 1 4. 
Note: 2.06 + 1.83 + 1.6 + 1.37 + 1.14 = 8.00 = ECCV 
Once the fractional ECCV due each measure within the evaluation category is 
determined, it is multiplied by the stanine score obtained for that measure. The 
resultant value is termed fractional category critical score(ECCSfn). The sum of the 
fractional category critical scores within that category make up the critical score for 
that category (ECCS). Using the above calculations and the appropriate critical value 
ratings for the five measures, the following example will serve as a sample category 
critical score determination. 
Given: ECCV = 8 
Stanine scores Ss1 = 7.0 Ss2 = 8.0 Ss3 = 9.0 Ss4 = 8.0 Sss = 5.0 
Critical values CV1 = 9 CV2 = 8 CV3 = 7 CV4 = 6 CVs = 5 
Fractional Category Critical Values 
ECCVf1 = 2.06 ECCVf2 = 1.83 ECCVf3 = 1.6 ECCVf4 = 1.37 
ECCVf5 =1.14 
ECCSfn = SUM(Ssn * ECCVfn) 
ECCSf1 = (Ss1 * ECCVf1) = (7.0 * 2.06) 
ECCSf2 = (Ss2 * ECCVf2) = (8.0 * 1.83) 
ECCSf3 = (Ss3 * ECCVf3) = (9.0 * 1.60) 





= 5.70 E C C S ~ = (Ss2 * E C C Vf2L = ....,.(5Uo.l. 0"----* ___..1..L.J.1._.4.._) _ ___;::..... ><.1"'-"'--
EaS Ss(1-5) ECCVf1Q1 = 8 ECCS = 60.12 
1 3 
(1 0.0 * 2.06) 20.6 
(1 0.0 * 1.83) 18.3 
(1 0.0 • 1.60) 16.0 
(1 0.0 * 1.37) 13.7 
(1 Q,Q • :1.14) 1:1.4 
ECCP 80.0 
The category critical score is (14.42 + 14.64 + 14.40 + 10.96 + 5.70) = 60.12. 
The category critical potential is {20.6 + 18.3 + 16.0 + 13.7 + 11.4) = 80.00. 
The category percentage critical score is 60.12/80.00 = .75. This result reflects an 
evaluation category critical score which would be identical to the score attained if the 
evaluation category were treated as a single measure with a stanine score of 7.5 and an 
assigned critical value of 8. The critical score of 60.12 earned for that category would 
then be added to the other category critical scores to determine the total evaluation 
category critical score. This total category critical score value, when divided by the 
evaluation category critical score potential, would yield a percentage score as well as 
indicate a total visual performance index. This index is based upon a 100 point scale . The 
sum of evaluation category total critical scores divided by the evaluation category 
critical score potential would indicate how well the athlete scored on a 1 00 point 
(percentage) possible scale. This is an important consideration when dealing with the 
athletic psyche. Percentages and numerical values used to evaluate performance are 
becoming the hallmark of performance testing. These numbers can then readily be 
transformed into a graphical visual performance profile. 
A computerized format is used to store the normative data until such time as sport, 
position, raw scores, desired evaluation categories, and subjective critical value 
assignment are requested. The software package Microsoft Excel 2.2 is used at present. 
Since each demand for customized profile determinations is different, a base set of 
normative data, in it's initial storage form is developed. From this base set of norms 
individualized orders can be produced. The first step is to establish the individual PSVPP 
measures. These are listed in Appendix 1. Bold type indicates current evaluation 
category designations. The form in Appendix 2 serves as the template in which individual 
testers, evaluators, or practitioners can list the raw scores attained on the individual 
measures. Listed within this format is a listing of critical values specific to sport, 
position, or sport category specific . The column to the right of the critical value listings 
is provided for insertion of the tester's subjective critical values (in the event the 
tester desires different critical values for particular test measures than those offered ). 
When the desired performance measures, critical values, and evaluation categories are 
returned (completed form appendix 2) a customized visual performance index score can 
be generated. This is accomplished by first creating a computerized format with current 
evaluation categories, their respective PSVPP measures, and critical value assignments 
(displayed in template form-appendix 2). The tester subjective critical values are then 
inserted into the appropriate cells of the computerized template. Various PSVPP 
measures are then deleted (if desired) and grouped into evaluation categories. Formula 
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adjustments (in those cases where evaluation categories are changed) are then 
performed. The system is now ready. 
Following are explanations of formulas, logic, weighting, and mechanics of entering 
data into the system. A full complement of PSVPP measures and a completed sport-
specific visual performance weighted index spread sheet will be used as an 
example(appendix 3). 
The following designated evaluation categories are used when performing an entire 
PSVPP and evaluating visual performance. 1. Visual Sensitivity (3 measures) static 
visual acuity, dynamic visual acuity, and contrast sensitivity. 2. Refractive condition 
(1). 3. Oculomotor (3) pursuits (all angles of gaze), saccades, and visual-auditory. 4. 
Accommodation/vergence (4) accommodative vergence facility, vergence range, fixation 
disparity, and stereopsis (3 2 fusion may be included in accommodation/vergence or 
considered a separate measure in some instances). 5. Stereopsis (1 ). 6. Eye/Hand/Body 
(3) eye/hand, split attention, and eye/body. Eye/hand consists of 2 separate measures 
eyespan A, and eyespan B. Split attention entails 4 separate measures eyespan cognition, 
eyespan periphery, eyespan cognition with split attention, and eyespan periphery with 
split attention. 7. Central visual recognition (1 ). 8. Reaction/response (4) Peripheral 
response speed, peripheral response direction, reaction/response hand, and 
reaction/response foot. 9. Anticipation timing (1 ). 10. Vision and balance (6) VB1-
static eyes open, VB2 -static eyes closed, VB3 -static with eye movements, VB4 -
dynamic eyes open, VB5 -dynamic eyes closed, and VB6 -eyes closed with imagery. 11. 
Imagery/visualization (2) SOl-A, and SOl-B. (N) signifies separate measures or 
compilations of measures included in the computation of evaluation category critical 
values, scores, performance factors, potentials, and index score. 
The chronological order used when addressing input, calculation, and interpretation 
are categorized into 5 separate areas of concern. They are 1. input of data, 2. critical 
value consideration, 3. evaluation categories, 4. normative data, and 5. printout 
interpretation. 
1 . Input of data. Input of raw scores is the first step upon completion of testing. The 
score for each individual PSVPP finding that is taken during testing is entered into a 
computerized spread sheet. Using the template format of assignment (appendix 2) as a 
guide the raw scores are entered into the appropriate cells in column B. Numerical 
values are not inserted into cells that are labeled (comp), blank, or unassigned cells. 
Evaluation category rows are also skipped. When the raw scores are all entered there 
should be values in all cells except those mentioned above. The numbers are entered into 
the template form. 
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2. Critical value consideration. Suggested critical values for individual PSVPP 
measures and established evaluation categories are provided on the template. They are 
sport, position, or target category specific. If the tester desires different critical 
values, those numbers should be inserted in the column to the right of the assigned 
critical values offered on the template. This applies to individual measures as well as 
evaluation category critical values. 
3. Evaluation categories. If the tester desires adjustment of the individual measures 
included within each evaluation category, it should be noted on the template form 
provided. Which measures are to be included, name of the evaluation category, critical 
values of measures and eval cats, and order of evaluation categories should be addressed. 
Current evaluation categories are numbered, providing a systematic method of labeling. 
Any deletions, additions, or reformatting must be on the template form provided in order 
to assure proper assignment, weighting, and grouping. When completed, the template is 
ready to be prepared for computation. 
4. Normative data. The template is used as a guide to enter the proper numerical 
values into the appropriate cells. The normative data are now considered. Using the 
proper sport, position, or target category the mean and standard deviation values are 
inserted into the appropriate cells. This is done before adjustment of evaluation 
categories. The plan here is that the data are entered into the proper cells as if the entire 
evaluation sequence were performed exactly identical to the format of the template. The 
evaluation categories are then adjusted (as desired by the tester). Formulas (appendix 
4) are adjusted keeping in mind desired critical values. Listings (in Excel) of normative 
data for each sport, target category(ND, DL, and DS), or position currently exist. 
Reconstructing these listings into a format identical to the template would allow for easy 
transfer of numbers when dealing with a specific sport, position, or target category. 
These values can be stored (in Excel format in individual appropriately labeled 
documents) until the time that they are needed to work on an individualized set of data. 
Customized visual performance index scoring and individualized evaluation category 
visual performance indexes would then be easy to construct by copy, paste, and selective 
deletion of untested measures. The document is now ready to perform the necessary 
calculations. 
5. Interpreting the printout. Interpreting the printout is probably the most 
important part of the system. The individual PSVPP measures all have the following: raw 
score (rs), standard deviation (sd), mean, z-score (Z), z-score adjustment high (Zh), 
z-score adjustment low (ZI), stanine score (Ss), critical value (cv), critical score 
(cs). critical potential (cp), percent critical score (%cs), and visual skill 
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performance factor (vspf}. Each of the above values can be readily taken from the 
printout and used as desired. The areas which seem to easily grouped together, yet may 
not be desired as evaluation categories, can be addressed by using the comprehensive 
cell. Comps use average z-scores for like measures as opposed to using raw scores and 
normative data to generate visual skill performance factors. An example would be 
contrast sensitivity. Contrast sensitivity is broken into 5 individual measures and 1 
total. CS comp is used as the average z-scores of CS1, CS2, CS3, CS4, and CS5. The 
system then calculates a visual skill performance factor based upon the averaged z-
score. If the tester wishes to express contrast sensitivity as a single value when 
profiling, averaging the z-scores of the entire range of functions would be a reasonable 
approach. Comps can also be used to get average z-score generated values for evaluation 
categories. A list of comprehensive performance measures is provided (appendix 5). 
Evaluation category values are generated using previously discussed weighting 
principles. Evaluation categories, composed of several individual measures, contain: 
category fractional critical values (ECCVf), category fractional critical scores (ECCSf), 
category critical scores (ECCS), category critical score potentials (ECCSp), category 
visual skill performance factors (ECVSPF), and percent category visual skill 
performance factors (%ECVSPF). They are labeled appropriately on the printout. 
A Visual Performance Index score (VPI) is the summation of visual skill 
performance factors divided by the summation of visual skill performance factor 
potentials. In those cases where evaluation categories or evaluation comp's are desired, 
they can be inserted in place of individual measures. Evaluation category or comp 
potentials would then be used in place of individual measure visual skill performance 
factor potentials. Taking this value times 100 gives a positive numerical value (based 
upon a 100 point scale) of visual and visual motor performance. 
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Discussion 
Sport-specific visual performance weighting in elite athletes and the PSVPP1 (upon 
which it is based) serves as the basis for further research and the impetus for additional 
testing of athletes. The use of a systematic standardized testing format when evaluating 
visual and visual-motor performance reduces variability and increases validity due to 
increased repeatability of testing protocol. The need to generate data based upon 
standardized protocols is evident. As the number of subjects in the data pool increases, 
the validity of statistical analyses is expected to increase. Adherence to standardized 
testing protocols coupled with increased subject numbers enhances the credibility and 
may enhance predictability of sport-specific visual performance evaluations relative to 
athletic performance. The inclusion of new sport data can be incorporated into the 
weighting system also. Assignment of critical values and adherence to protocol will allow 
expansion of the data base into those areas of sport previously not evaluated. Monitoring 
of visual enhancement training, via pre and post visual performance profiling, can be 
accomplished. Standardized systematic weighting of data relative to sport or position-
specific demand increases the value of sports specific visual performance profiling for 
athletes, coaches, and other sports professionals. Weighting those abilities which are 
more critical to peak performance in a particular sport or position within sport will 
give relatively more importance to those abilities and thus yield more valid and truer 
representations of visual performance relative to athletic performance. The premise of a 
standardized weighting system can then be used to determine if understanding of 
relationships between athletic performance and sport-specific visual and visual-motor 
task performance is enhanced by use of a weighted importance factor. Computerized 
determination of visual performance indexing would allow for increased flexibility and 
efficiency in visual performance profiling. 
The question of relationships between athletic and visual performance are currently 
areas of concern. Studies which use sport-specific weighting to establish those athletes 
more likely to demonstrate superior athletic ability, as indexed by inclusion as team 
members, may assist in the determination of those relationships. This weighted indexing 
system is offered as a method to assist researchers, practitioners, and sports 
professionals in the pursuit of a greater understanding with respect to the delicate 
relationships involved in human performance. 
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Flow Chart: Visual Performance Weighting 









/ ~axSs] EC stanine scores 
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[weighting) critical value critical value (x) ECCVf(1-n) EC critical value (x) 
critical score critical potential 
cs.)1)~ I ECCSf(1-n) EC critical potential 
visual skill performance factor cslcprOO) 
summation 
% critical score EECS 
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Z-score (Z} Stanine score (Ss) 
Mean= 5.0 Mean= 6.0 
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-0.5 4 5 
0 5 6 
0.5 6 7 
1 7 8 
I 1.5 8 9 
2 9 1 0 
I 
-- - - -
Table 1. Stanlne Equivalents 
VSPM Formula Range of values 
Raw Score [rs) Given undefined 
Mean [a] Given undefined 
Standard Deviation [sd] Given undefined 
Z Score [Z] [ ( rs- a)/sd] (-2 to +2) 
Stanine Score [Ss) [6+(Z*(2))] (2-10) 
Crtical Value [cv] Assigned (3-10) 
Critical Score [cs] (cv*Ss) (6-100) 
Critical Potential [cp] (cv*1 0) (30-1 00) 
Percent Critical Score [%cs] (cs/cp) ( 0-1) 
Visual Skill Performance Factor [vspf) (cs*0.1) (1-10) 
~~- -~ 
Table 2. Visual Skill Performance Measures 
ECPM Formula Range of values 
Category Critical Value [ECCV] Assigned (3-10) 
Fractional Category Critical Value [ECCVfn] [(ECCV)*{CV1/(Sum CVn)}] Percent of ECCV 
: n=(1-n) 
Fractional Category Critical Score (ECCSfn] (ECCVtn·ssn) Percent of ECCS 
Category Critical Score [ECCS] Sum(ECCSfn) : n = (1-n) (6-100) 
Category Critical Potential [ECCP] (ECCV.10) (30-1 00) 
Category Visual Skill Performance Factor (ECCS/10) (.6-10) 
[ECVSPF] 
Note: If a category is treated as an individual 
performance measure the range of values is 
identical to that of a performance measure 
Percent Critical Score (%ECCS] (EEC&ECCP) (0-1) decimal 
Visual Performance Index Score [VPIS] (Sum vspf/Sum vspfp] (0-1 00) 100 point scale 
-----
Table 3. Evaluation Category Performance Measures 
Appendix 1 PSVPP Listing 
PSVPPINEASURES PSVPPINEASURES PSVPPINEASURES PSVPPINE145URES 
SPORT--> SPORT--> SPORT--> SPORT-> 
Position--> Posi tion--> Position--> Position--> 
( + ): > ("') • > performance (+): > (•) ~>performanc e ( + l: > ('" l • > performance (+): > (• ) ~>performance 
(-): < ( '" ) • > performance (-): < (•) ~ > ~rformanc e (-): < (" ) • >performance ( -): < ('") • >performance 
1, Vlsu11l Sens 5. 3• Te11m (depth) Rx/Rsp (comp) 
(-)a . Static VA (OU) (-lAO 113'(240') (+)Tach (tot 5 diJl) 9. Antlclp11tlon 
(+)b. CSI (-lAO 213'( lBO') (+)Tach (tot 6 dig) (-::8-0bJ I mph 
(+lb . CS2 (-lAO 313'( 120') (+) Tach (tot 7 dig) (-::8-0bj 1 mph 
(+lb. CS3 (- lA O 413'(60') (+)Tach ( 1st 557) (-::8-0bj_ I mph 
(+)b . CS4 (-JAO (comp) (+)Tach (last 557) (-::8-0b! 5 m~h 
(+ )b . C55 ( +) Tach (tot) (-::8-0bJ 5 mph 
(+)b . CS(tot) 6. Ey8/HIInd/Body ( +) Cen/Perceptlon (comp) (-::8-QbJ 5 mph 
(+)b. CS (comp) Ey_e-hand (- ::8-0bJ 10 mph 
(+)c . OVA a. (+)Eye span-A 8 . R11/Rsp ( -::8-0bj_ 10 mph 
(+)Visual Sens (comp) a. (+ )Wayne Mode I a.HPATT I (-::8-0b! 10 rnQh 
2. Rr (Refrttct cond.J a. ( + )Eyespan/B(.75) a. (-)PA TT 2 (-::8-QbJ 20 mph 
3 . EN"s(Oculo-mator J a. (+)Wayne Mode II a. (-)PA TT 3 (-::8-0bJ 20 mph 
(+)Horz (pursuits) a. Eye/hand (comp l a. (-)PA TT 4 HB-Obi 20 mph 
(+)Vert (pursuits) Split A ttenti on a. HPATT 5 (-::8-0bi 30 mph 
( + lD iag_ (pursuits) b. ( + )Eyespan/Cogn a. (-lPA TT 6 (- :6-0bJ 30 mph 
(+)Obl ique (pursuits) b. (+ )Ey~span/Per l ph a. (-)PATT 7 (-::B-0b130 mph 
(+)Pursuit (comp) b. ( + lEyespan/Spt A tln CBl a, (-)PA TT B (+1-lB-ObJ-(Ell 
( + )Saccades b. (+)Eyespan/Spt Attn (L) a. HPA TT (mn) ( +1-lB-Subj-(EOll 
(+)KD I b. (+lES/Spt Attn (compl a. (-lPATT (mn 2-8) (+1-)B-Ob,i/Subj (comp) 
(+)KD 2 Eye-body a. HPA TT (spd)(comp) Anticipation (como) 
(+)KD 3 c. (+Wayne<; Bal b. (- )PATT Hdlr) 
(+)KD(totl Eye/Hand/Body (comp) b. (-lPATT 2(dl r ) 10. VIs & 811 
( + J Visuai- Auditory(comp) b. HPATT 3(dirl (+)Eyes-0 (VB 1.1 
Oculomotor (comp ) 7. CMtr•l Perception b. HPA TT 4(dlrl (+)Eyes-C (VB 11 .1 
4 . Ace/Vera (+)Tach 1 b. (-)PATT S(dlr) (+)Stat c; EM 's [VB 111.1 
a I . (+:Oist Rk(20/BOl (+)Tach 2 b. (-lPA TT o(dlr) (+lDyn-0 !VB IV .] 
a2 . (+:Oisl Rk(20/25) (+)Tach 3 b. HPATT 7(dlr) (+)Dyn-e [ VB V.l 
(+)Acc/Verq Fclty(comp) (+)Tach 4 b. (-)PATT B(dir) (+)[VBI -VBSl (VB Tot.] 
b I. (+ )Verg_Rk (+)TachS b. (-)PATT (mnXdlr ) ( + )Eyes-C+I (VB VI.] 
c I . (+)Verg Ranoe Bl Bk (+)Tach o b. (-)PA TT (mn 2-BXdlr) VIs & 8<11 (comp) 
c2 . (+)Ver g Ranoe 61 Rec (+)Tach 7 b. (-)PATT (comp)(dlr) 
c3. (+)Verg Range BO Bk (+l Tach 8 c. (-)RxH 11. lmllg/VIs 
c4. (+)Verg Range BO Rec (+)Tach9 c. (-lRspH (?)SOl-A 
c5. (+ )Verg Range BU Bk (+)Tach 10 c. HMRspH (?)SOI-B 
co. (+)Verg Range BU Rec (+) Tac h II c. HRx-Rsp/H Ccomp) lm<~gery/Vis (comp) 
c7. (+)Verg Range BD Bk (+)Tach 12 c.(-)Rxf 
c8. (+)Verg Range BD Rec c. (- lRspF 
c9. (+lV erg Range (comp ) c. (-:t1RspF 
d. (- )Fxdy c. (-)Rx- Rsp/F (comp) 
(+) Acc/Verg (como) c. Rx plus(como) 
Appendix 2 Template 
A B c D E F G 
"1 PSVPPIMEASURES 
2 SPORT--> VB VB VB VB VB VB 
3 Position--> Saner Seller SeHer SeHer Saner SeHer 
4 Category--> CL CL CL CL CL CL 
5 [(+) : > (#)- > performance Eval Cat Eval Cat Comments 
6 I(-): < (#) - > performanc Raw Score Critical Value Critical Value Critical Value Critical Value 
7 Ps assigned subjective assigned subjective 
8 As eva CVs ECCVa ECCVa 
9 1. Visual Sens 8 
1 0 I(-) a. Static VA (OU) 7 7 
"1 1 [(+Jb. est 8 8 
1 2 [{+)b. CS2 8 8 
1 3 [{+)b . CS3 8 8 
1 4 [(+)b. CS4 8 8 
1 5 [(+)b. css 8 8 
1 6 +~ CS(tot) 8 8 
1 7 (+)b. CS (COI'Tl/)) 8 8 
1 8 +) c. OVA 5 5 
1 9 (.,.) Visual Sans (comp) B 8 
20 2. Rf (Refract cand.) 8 
21 3. EM's(Ocufa-matar) 8 
22 +)Harz (pursu its) 8 8 
23 +)Vert (pursuits) 8 8 
24 +)Diag (pursuits) 8 a 
25 +)Oblique (pursu its) 8 8 
26 ( +) _ Pursuit (camp) 8 8 
27 ~lSaccades 8 8 
28 +)KD t a 8 
29 +)KD 2 8 8 
30 +)KD 3 a 8 
31 +)KD(tot) 8 8 
32 ( +) Visuai-Auditory(com ))_ 8 8 
33 f+)Ocu/omotor (compr 8 8 
34 
35 4. Acc!Verg_ 8 
36 a 1. {+)Dist Rk(20/aO) a 8 
37 a2. (+)Dist Rk(20/25)_ 8 8 
38 (+)AcctVerg Fclty(comp, 8 8 
39 b1. (+)Verg Rk 8 8 
40 ct . (+)Verg Range Bl Bk 8 8 
41 c2. (.•)Verg Range Bl Rec 8 8 
42 c3. (+)Verg Range BO Bk 8 8 
43 c4. (+ )Verg Range BO Rae 8 8 
44 c5. ( + )Verg Range BU Bk 8 8 
45 c6. (+)Verg Rar.ge BU Rec a 8 
46 c7. (+)Verg Range BD Bk a 8 
47 cS.j_+)VerQ Range BD Rae 8 8 
48 c9. {+)Verg Range(comp) 8 8 
49 d. (-)Fxdy 9 9 
50 (+) AcctVera (como) 8 8 
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Appendix 2 Template 
A 8 c D E F G 
51 Ra eva eva ECCVa ECCVa Commanta 
52 5. 3' Team (depth) 8 
53 i(·)AO 1/3°(240') 9 9 
54 il·lAO 2/3'(180') 8 8 
55 i(·)AO 3/3°(120') 7 7 
56 i(·)AO 413°(60') 6 6 
57 i(-)AO (camp) 8 8 
58 
59 6. Eye/Hand/Body 8 
60 Eye-hand 8 8 
61 a. {±}_~espan-A 8 8 
62 a.{+) Wayne Mode I 8 8 
63 a. l+JEyesparv8(.75) 8 8 
64 a. l+) Wayne r...lode II 8 8 




69 Split Attention 8 8 
70 b. (+ )EyesparvCogn(L) 8 8 
71 b. (+}EyesparvPeriph(B) 8 8 
72 b. (+)EyesparvSpt Attn (B) 8 8 
73 b. (+)EyesparvSp1 Attn _ll)_ 8 8 
74 b. ( ... )ES!Spt Attn (camp) 8 8 
75 Eye-body 8 8 
76 c. (+)Wayne c Bal 8 8 
77 Eye/Hand/Body (camp) 8 8 
78 
79 7, Central Perception 8 
80 ;(+)Tach 1 8 a 
81 lr+l Tach 2 8 8 
82 It+) Tach 3 8 8 
83 II+) Tach 4 8 8 
84 I+) Tach 5 8 8 
85 •I+) Tach 6 8 8 
86 (+)Tach 7 8 8 
87 +)Tach 8 8 8 
88 I+) Tach 9 8 8 
89 I+} Tach 10 8 8 
90 I+) Tach 11 8 8 
91 +)Tach 12 8 8 
92 +)Tach (tot 5 dig) 8 8 
93 +) Tach (tot 6 dig) B a 
94 +} Tach (lot 7 dig) 8 8 
95 +) Tach (1st 567) 8 8 
96 I+) Tach (last 587) 8 8 
97 I+) Tach {tot) 8 a 




Appendix 2 Template 
A 8 c D E F G 
1 01 Ra eva eva ECCVa ECCVa Com menta 
102 8. Rx/Rsp 8 
103 a. (~)PATI 1 9 9 
104 a. (·)PATI 2 9 9 
105 a. (·)PATI 3 9 9 
106 a. (·)PATI 4 9 9 
107 a. (·)PATI 5 9 9 
108 a. (·)PATI 6 9 9 
109 a. (-)PATI 7 9 9 
11 0 a. (·)PATI 8 9 9 
1 1 1 a. {·)PATI (mn) 9 9 
11 2 a. {·)PATI _{_mn 2·8) 9 9 
11 3 a. ( -)PA TT (spd)(comp) 9 9 
114 b. (·)PATI 1j_dirl 9 9 
115 b . (·)PATI 2[dir)_ 9 9 
------ -
116 b. (·)PATI 3{dirl 9 9 
11 7 b. (·)PATT 4(dir:1 9 9 
118 b. (·)PATI 5(dir) 9 9 
119 b. (·)PATI 6(dirl 9 9 
120 b. (·)PATI 7(dir) 9 9 
1 21 b. (·)PATI 8(dir) 9 9 
1 22 b. (·)PATI (mn)(dir) 9 9 
123 b. (·)PATI (mn 2-8)(dir 9 9 
124 b . . {·)PA TT (comp)(dir) 8 8 
125 c. (·)RxH 9 9 
126 c. (·)RSPH 9 9 
127 c. (·)MRspH 9 9 
128 c. (·JRx·RsoiH (comp) 9 9 
1 2 9 c. (-)RxF 9 9 
130 c. (·)RSPF 9 9 
1 31 c. (·)MRspF 9 9 
132 c. (·)Rx-RspiF (comp) 9 8 
133 c. Rx p/us(comp) 8 8 
134 Rx/Rsp (comp) 8 8 
135 9. Anticipation 8 
136 I!·)B- Obj 1 mph 9 9 
137 I (-)B-Ob] 1 mph 9 9 
138 I!· )B-Obj 1 mph 9 9 
139 {·)B-Obj 5 mph 9 9 
140 I:)B-Obl 5 mph 9 9 
141 '1-)B-Obl 5 mph 9 9 
142 1-)8-0bl 10 mph 9 9 
143 1-)8-0bl 10 mph 9 9 
144 ·)8-0bj 10 mph 9 9 
145 1-)8-0bi 20 mph 9 9 
146 1-)B·Ob/ 20 mph 9 9 
147 -)8-0bj 20 mph 9 9 
148 (-)8-0b] 30 mph 9 9 
1 49 ·)B·Obl 30 mph 9 9 
150 ·lB·Obl 30 mph 9 9 
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Appendix 2 Template 
A 8 c D E F G 
1 51 Ra eva CVa ECCVa ECCVa Comments 
152 1(+1-)B-Obi-(El) 9 9 
153 I ( +i-)B-Subi-(EOL) 9 9 
154 I (+1-)B-Ob/ISub/ (como! 9 9 
155 Anticipation (como! 8 a 
156 10_ Via & Ba/ g 
157 1 1+lEves-O [VB 1.1 8 8 
158 +lEves-C [VB 11.1 8 8 
159 +lStat c EM's [VB 111.1 B B 
1 6 0 lr+)Dvn-0 [VB IV.] B B 
1 61 lt+lDvn-C [VB V. ] B B 
162 +lfVB1-VB5l [VB Tot.] 8 a 
1 6 3 lr+)Eves-C+I f VB VI. B B 
164 Vis & Bal (comp) 9 9 
165 11- /magNis 9 
166 11?)501-A B a 
167 lmsoi-B 8 8 


























1 9 4 
195 
196 





Appendix 3 Formulas 
Z-score formulas 
- With measures which indicate higher performance as the numerical values get smaller such as 
depth perception(AO Vecto), Fixation Disparity, and PATI the proper formula entered into the 
Z score calculations would be (mean-rs)/sd; thereby giving a raw score 
smaller in value than the mean, higher value when determining the stanine score. 
Adjusted Z Scores 
- Adjusted Z scores are performed so that range limits on the stanine scores entered into 
calculations are set at 2.0-10.0. This is accomplished in Z-ADJ-1 by using the formula 
[=(IF(Z<=1 O.O,Z,1 0.0)]. The formula translates into: IF Z is less than or equal to 1 0.0; insert 
the Z value. If Z is greater than 10.0 insert 10.0 as the value 
Z-ADJ-2.0 uses the formula [=I F(Z-ADJ-1 <-2.0,-2.0,ADJ-1 )] 
This translates into: IF Adjusted Z 1 is less than -2.0; insert -2.0 as the Z 
If the adjusted Z 1 is greater than or equal to -2.0 insert ADJ-1. 
Adjusted Z scores assure values entered into calculations of stanine scores will range from 
(-2.0 <= x <= +2.0).; greater than or equal to -2.0 and less than or equal to +2.0. 
Stan/ne Scores 
- The formula for determination of stanine scores is: = SUM(6.0+(Z-ADJ-2.0/.05)). This translates into: 
The SUM of 6.0 added to (the adjusted Z-score divided by a factor of 0.5). 
The effect of this manipulation is to value each standard deviation @ 1.0. 
The mean is valued @ 6.0. The stanine score will then range in value from 2.0 to 10.0. 
Critical Scores 
- Critical scores are determined by multiplying stanine score times the assigned critical value. 
The formula is: (=CV*Ss); Critical Value times(*) Stanine Score and range from (6.0-1 00.0). 
Critical Score Potential 
- Critical Score Potential formula is: [=(CV*1 0.0)],; Critical Value times 1 0.0. 
Percent Critical Score 
- Percent Critcial Score formula is: [=(CS/CS Pot)].; Critical Score divided by Critical Score Potential. 
Visual Sk/1/ Performance Factor 
- Vis Skill Perf Factor formula is: [CS*0.1 ].; Critical Score times 0.1. VSPF's range from 0.6 to 1 0.0. 
Appendix 4 Comps 
PSVPP!MEASURES Components No. 
' 
CS(comp) :Average (E10:E14) = (CS1, CS2, CS3, CS4, CS5) N=5 I 
Visual Sens (comp) :Average (E9:E15 + E17) = (SVA, CS1, CS2, CS3, CS4, CS5, OVA) 6 
Pursuit (comp) : Average (E23:E26) = (Horz, Vert, Diag, Oblique) 4 
Visuai-Auditory(com p) : Average (E29:E32) = (KD1, KD2, KD3, KDtot) 4 
Oculomotor (comp) : Average (E27, E28, E33) = (Pursuit comp, saccades, vis-auditory comp) 3 I 
Acc!Verg Fclty(comp) : Average (E37:E38) = Dist Rk 20/80, Dist Rk 20/25)) 2 I 
Verg Range(comp) : Average (E41 :E48) = {81, BO,BU,BD(Bk & Rec)} 8 
Acc/Verg (comp) : Average (E39, E40, E49, E50) = (Ar/Cr fclty, Verg Rk,Verg Rng comp, Fxdy) 4 
AO (comp) : Average (E54:E57) = (A01, A02, A03, A04) 4 
Eye/hand (comp) : Average (E62:E65) = (ES-A,W-1, ES-8, W-11) 4 
ES/Spt Attn (comp) : Average (E71 :E74) = (ES-L, ES-8, ESsa-8, ESsa-L) 4 
Eye/Hand/Body (comp) : Average (E66, E75, E77) = (EIH comp, ESsa comp, W 9 Bal) 3 
Cen/Perception(comp) :Average (E81:E92) =(Tach 1:Tach 12) 12 I 
PA TT (spd)(comp) :Average (E105:E112) = (PATT 1: PATT 8) 8 I 
PATT (comp)(dir) :Average (E116:E123) = (PATT(dir) 1: PATT(dir) 8) 8 
I Rx-Rsp/H (comp) :Average (E127:E129) = (RxH, RspH, MRspH) 3 
Rx-Rsp/F (comp) :Average (E131 :E133) = (RxF, RspF, MRspF) 3 
Rx plus(comp) :Average (E127+E128+E129+E131+E132+E133) = (RxH,RspH,MRspH,RxF,RspF,MRspF) 6 
Rx/Rsp (comp) : Average (E115, E126, E135) = (PATT(spd) comp, PATT(dir) comp, Rx plus comp) 3 
8-0bj/Subj (comp) :Average (E139:E153) = (8-obj 1mph: 8 -obj 30 mph) 15 
Anticipation (comp) : Average (E139:E 153) = (8-obj 1 mph: 8-obj 30 mph) 1 5 
Vis & Bal ( comp) : Average (E159+E160+E161+E162+E163+E165) = (VB1, VB2, VB3, VB4, VB5, V86) 6 
Imagery/Vis (comp) : Average (E168 :E169) = (SOl-A, SOl-B) 2 
-- -
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Appendix 5 VPIIVB 
A B c D E F G H I J K l M N 
I 
1 PsVPPtiAI!AS IJII.t;S 
I 2 9·POOT...,. YEll VB V!! II'B VB YO vs V6 II Vii \'F.I \!B ve \I ll 
3 1 Po!I'UII~ .. > vall(! a, 5:d,. z. Ss] 
4 ·Ciite:IIOfl'""" nol'l valid ~S:Iu.t$i fZ ·Ail.l-1) a~r IJinh St:3JlfM· Score Crll~l f'IJ ienllal P~t~nl Crllleal Soor~ 
5 lt.t, ,., f*l " .,. l'l0ff01i'1T;mce Rolw~ 1/san Sllllllov' •z• S¢or'l! (Z-ADJ·21 •dl<~&1 io'IH' Crilk:a.l V&ttlii C 111IAI S<:gre VIa SllJU P>O'li Fa~or 
B I~·~ " ~~ - ,. !'i!lrfornmnca lPW. PI! P$ lo noo la lormllla lotmllhl torrni!Ja ~d l or lltu,ia !'OI'IT1111a l!ll<rrullll formtJia 
1 A&. M1 lid lll Z,sl) ~ Ss Cv _Ql 0& "JC>Ct VSPF 
8 t. vr.uar Sen• 0 II ll.(l 
9 ,11·1 a. Sl~ic VA (OI.J}_ 15 17.314 :'1.026 D.7U5314 C),TB-4 53,1 a.7a<~ 5,~ 7,!;680 U t 7 T C 52.91)3<f77 7!5.G9016111 5 . :i! QII3 477 
1 0 '•lb. C91 s 8. 0!12 0. 7!111, -o . r 1 111~ 1 · 0'. U B75 1 · 0. 11 675 , ' ~ -16~4117 5 a: 110 -1 11.1 31!1115 57.tiBC975 if,6, 3Hle 
1 1 t!IL C92 6 6.663 0 .6;)i · t . O~A 321 · I .,C343 21 · I . Oi~43~1 3 . iJI'3fJ!'i 13 8 ·B~ 3 1 ,4508~3 3!1. 3U5.73 :1.1~508!;0 
'12 r.Jb. cs~ 7 ll.!i e l H l16 o.U200 GG 0 .4 32ll!l ii.B 0.<1.32-DIIS>!I G.-B64t73<! 8 110 54.111 3 311G 6e.e.c1 13~ a .. U l!l:l:as 
1 3 lf·•lb·. ,esc 7 e .£43· 1,:2411 C.20&516g C,2aG'!io T6!1 tl .2116'!i i M U i7l0331 e eo 52.5U27 n.?.1o3o7 5.25.8~2 1 
14 ll•lb. ces (I 5 .15Q l .~ 1 e Ull:J.G6 17 o ,D3.31J.G17 0.03 3~ 11111 6.06732.:15 3 li D ·4! .5~S ~II! 1>11.. 1113235, UI53Mee 
1 ~ I (+lb. CSif!D I ~ l2 31.7.!11> 3.S.2:1 0.0533612 0.0533612 0.0533612 I'L 10'87225 e, 60 ·4 "'-~5a711 f1 .0SH2'5 ~ .1185311 
1 6 1'•111. cs tcof'I1IJl NiJ/1 N/A N!Ji ·0.07976 1 ·0.079761 ·0 .079761 5.11~0'477 II ~ D 4e"n-:1e 111 !51!-• .t0$17 ~.6 12J eur 
1 7 I(!) C. rJVA ~ 8 ;16.0·2g, 11.&02 3',<179-40 1)2 l! 2 ID 5 S!l ~~ ttrO s 
18 i/t-tVl.!tF.tl Ssns. (COfl!P' ltll ,. NJ~ Ntl', 0.44:!14' I 0.43314 1 O . .ja:Jt4 l t/.96$262' 8 IJ'f1 5 5. 1302'S 6tl .66Zt12 5. 573025 I 
1 9 
20 :t. 111 _l_lt•''•"' ccmd.J 1 0 .5 o.;z!i, 2 2 2 t O a liD li D 100 e I 
21 I 
2 2 :1., Elti'HO'CUlo.•rnGtGr)' 0 a 811 I 
23 I!•IHDfl rl)ursolll} 5 Ui I 1.5 L5 Ui ljl IS 80 72 90 7.2 
24 1(4]Vort rD ijl'$wt1&:l ... 3.!1' 0,!11 0 .5555556 0.5555556 0.5555556 7 .1111111 8 ao, 5s.~eaemg 71 . 1 11l 1 1 5·.llii!!BU11 i 
251 I (•}U I~SM1~l :1 :l.!i e.g -II , S5~ ~5G -0 .555556 ·0.555556 4.8688889 ti '80 3 ~ . 1 nu1 .48, li8;11B.8!1' ) .11 1 1111 1 
26 lr+ IOhllqu• ~fM!!u l !~l 3 J.S o.il ·~ .S~55 5S ·0.555556 ·0.555556 4.8888689 ! eo :~s. nnu •~.!leeea. ; 3 .9 Utt 1 1 
2'7 I r~ J, l'iJtttlll~mpJ NIA Nlll N I A o..z:un 11 0.236111 0.236111 6.472222 II Sll' 6 1 . 1rn~ 64 .12.22.2 6..f7~77/J: I 
28 lt•)Sl!.=v:!eB 6 4.5 1 0. 5 CUi D, 5 7' 8 60 56 70 !i.6 
29 lJ.!jgD I 18 13.737 2 . 4 l7 0.936284 7 0.9362847 0.9362847 7.8725693 ii a.o 62.Q.D;C$5 ~ 7!.725693 G.~Qil0554 
3_0 I C.•·lKD~ t il l:J.!l llll 2 .37!5 1.0993664 1.0993684 1 .0993664 8.1987366 II ac 115.5e!lell5 e uB7:16 e 6.~~0lUI95 
3 1 lh!KD J u ; 3 .99'6 ~-65'l ·0.374577 -0.374577 · 0.374577 5.2508462 1J; 110 42.0.06769 52..S.O!!t462 4"2000769 
32 : t •ll<Djlol}_ <1 5 •o.1u 5 . 186 0.6844488 0 .6844488 0 .6844488 7.3668975 a. 110 !i8.95U S, 7::! .68il97~ 5.11951 1 8 
3S I M Vf:sWIII·AIKifi!NY(Ci1mN'' NIA NJ/1 HIA II.&Bl631n O.SBii':lllf 0.586111 1 7, 112!62 (I S I IJ 57.3821 1f.72'l 62 ~.738.2 f 
34 lWDt!l/mootor (COO¥Jl II NIA Nlll. D.4oi Q33'f 0. 44U8:'/I' ().4 4083'1 11'. 8.(1Hi:G2 B 10 35.053)!!11 58 B IG1i2 5 .50531/.9 . 
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Appendix 5 VPIIVB 
A B c D E F G H I J K L M N 
35 As M1 sd Zs Zsh Zsl Ss 0. cp Cs %Cs VSPF 
36 4. Acc!Verg 0 8 80 
37 a1. (+)Dist Ak(20/80) 18 14.15 4.17 0.9232614 0.9232614 0.9232614 7.8465228 8 60 62.772182 78.465228 6.2772182 
38 a2. (+)Dist Rk(20/25) 15 10.75 3.335 1.2743626 1.2743628 1.2743626 8 .5487256 8 80 68.389805 85.487256 6 .8389805 I 
39 I (+)Acc!Verg Felty[ camp) 1.098812 1.098812 1.098812 B. 197624 8 80 65.58099 81 .97624 6.558099 
40 b1. (+)Verg Rk 8 6.2 0.9 2 2 2 10 8 80 80 100 8 
41 c1. (+)Verg Range Bl Bk 6 4 .4 1.74 0 .9195402 0 .9195402 0 .9195402 7.8390805 8 80 62 . 712644 76.390805 6.2712644 
42 c2. (+)Verg Range Bl Rec 4 1.1 2.234 1.29812 1.29812 1.29812 8.5962399 8 80 68.769919 85.962399 6.8769919 
43 c3. (+)Verg Range BO Bk 12 10.5 5.061 0 .29 63841 0 .2963841 0 .2963841 6.5927682 8 80 52.742146 65.927682 5.2742146 
44 c4. (+)Verg Range BO Rec 8 3.7 2.214 1.9421861 1.9421861 1.9421861 9.8843722 8 80 79.074977 98.843722 7.9074977 
45 c5. (+)Vem Range BU Bk 3 1. 75 0.425 2.941 1765 2 2 10 8 80 80 100 8 
46 c6. ( + )Verg Range BU Rae 1 0 .6 0.615 0.6504065 0.6504065 0.6504065 7.300813 8 80 56.406504 73 .00613 5 .8406504 
47 c7. (+)Verg Range BD Bk 3 1.65 0.474 2.8481013 2 2 10 8 80 80 100 8 
48 c8. (+)Verg Range BD Rec 1 0.3 0.422 1.6587678 1.6567678 1.6587678 9.3175355 8 80 74.540284 93 .1 75355 7.4540284 
49 c9. (-t)Verg Range(comp) NIA N!A N!A 1.5693353 1.5693353 1 .5693353 9.1386706 8 80 73.109365 91.386706 7.3109365 
50 d. (-)Fxdy 5 6.2 0.9 1.3333333 1.3333333 1.3333333 8.6666667 9 90 78 86.666667 7.8 
51 II+J Acc!VerQ (camp) N!A N!A N!A 1.50037 1.50037 1.50037 9.00074 8 80 72.00592 90.0074 7.200592 
52 
53 5. 3' Teem (depth) 0 8 80 
54 ·lAO 113'(240') 1.5 1.71 0 .739 0.2841678 0.2841678 0.2641678 6.5663356 9 90 59.1 1502 65.663356 5 .911502 
55 ·)AO 213'(180') 2 2.413 2.217 0.1862878 0,1862878 0.1862876 6.3725756 8 80 50.960604 63 . 725756 5.0980604 
56 I!·)AO 3/3°(120') 2.5 2.633 2.217 0.059991 0 .05999 1 0.059991 6.119982 7 70 42.839874 61.19982 4.2839874 
57 I!·)AO 413'(60') 3 3 .529 2.417 0.2168664 0.2188664 0.2166664 6 .4377327 6 60 38.626396 64.377327 3.6626396 
58 I (·)AO (comp) N!A N!A N!A 0.187328 0.187328 0.187328 6.374656 8 80 50.99725 63.74656 5.099725 
59 
60 6. Eye/Hand/Body 0 8 80 I 
61 Eye-hand 0 8 80 
62 a. (+)Eyespan-A 45 41 .264 4 .535 0.6238146 0 .8236148 0.8238148 7.64 76295 8 60 61.181036 76 . 476295 6.1181036 
16 3 a.(+) Wayne Mode I 32 34.436 6.966 ·0.349596 -0.349598 ·0.349598 5.3008037 8 80 42.406429 53.008037 4.2406429 
64 a. (+)Ey.,span/6(.75) 48 37.644 6.724 1.5401547 1.5401547 1.5401547 9.0603093 6 60 72.6424 75 90.803093 7.2642475 
65 a. ( +) Wayne Mode II 35 26 .713 6 . 536 1 .2679009 1.2679009 1.2679009 8.5358017 8 80 68.286414 65.358017 6.8286414 




Appendix 5 VPI!VB 
A B c D E F G H I J K L M N I 
6 9 ' As M1 sd ]$ Zsh Zsl Ss Cv ~ Cs %Cs VSPF I 
I 
70 Split Attention 0 8 80 
71 '-b. { + lEvespaniCogn{l) I 88 85 11 . 2 0 .2678571 0.2678571 0.2678571 6.5357143 8 eo 52.265714 65.357143 5.2285714 
72 b. l+i EvespaniPerlphfB) 35 31 4.4 0 .9090909 0.9090909 0.9090909 7.8181818 8 80 62 .545455 78. 161618 6.2545455 
73 b. l +lEt espaniSpt Attn (B) 22 24 .2 3.34 -0 .656883 -0.658683 -0 .658683 4.6826347 8 80 37. 461076 46 .826347 3.7461078 
74 b. I+~Ey espaniSpt Attn (LI 71 72.5 8.75 -0 . 171429 -0 .171429 -0.171429 5 ,6571429 8 80 45.257143 56.571 429 4 .5257143 I 
75 b. l +lESISpt Attn (compl N/A .lJ.IA t-il A O.G1l870.9-2 Q,Q-11611192. 0.08&70!12 __§, 1Llo4 111..C. & 110 ol9.3&7l.ol7 1>1.7::J4i84 4 .9387347 
76 E_y_a-bod}' 0 8 80 
77 c. (+)Wayne~ Bar 35 32. 184 5 .404 0 .5210955 0. 521 095 f> 0 .5210955 7 ,0421!11 .a 80 58.397528 7 0.421!n 5 .6337526 
7S' Eye/Hand/Body (camp) NIA _Jj/A N!A 0.. 4761.24 0 .476124 0.4 76124 6 .9M246· ~ &0 5S.6rrgg S9.f>2248 5.5$1'799 ~ 
79 - I 
80 ' 7. Central Peret!!pt/on 0 8 80 I 
81 ll+l Tach 1 5 5 0.29925 0 0 0 6 8 80 48 60 4.8 J 
82 li+l• Tach 2 6 5.7 0.675 0.4444444 0.4444444 0.4444444 6.8686889 6 80 55. 111111 68 .888869 5.5111111 
83 lrfl Tach 3 4 5 1.247 -0 .801925 -0.801925 -0 .601925 4.3961508 8 80 35.169206 43 .961508 3.5169206 
84 I+J Tach 4 5 4.1 1.37 .Jl...6569343 0...6569344 0. 65.69.34-J 7.3138c68& & ..aJ.I !i!U.lO:U9. . 73.-l.:J!l-Gaa- "§.HJ~-
8S fr+l Tach 5 5 5.1 0.994 -0.100604 -0.100604 -0.100604 5.7987928 8 eo 46 .390342 57.967928 4.6390342 
86 II+) Tach 6 5 5 0.29925 0 0 0 6 8 80 48 60 4.8 I 
87 l<•l Tach 7 5 5 0 .943 0 0 0 6 8 80 48 60 4 .8 
88 l<+l Tach 6 5 4 . 1 1.197 0 .7518797 0 .7518797 0.7518797 7.5037594 8 80 60.030075 75.037594 6.0030075 
89 ,I+) Tach 9 5 4.8 1 .619 0 .123533 0 .123533 0.123533 6.2470661 8 eo 49.976529 62 .470661 4.9976529 
90 :t+l Tach 10 5 4.6 1.35 0 .2962963 0 .29Ji2963 0 .2962 963 6 .S92.592.6 8 11 0 5:£.740 7-4 1 65.9·25926 5.27.$07<11 I 
I 9 1 
't+) Tach 11 5 5 1.414 0 0 0 6 8 eo 4e 60 4 .e 
92 +)Tach 12 5 5 0 .29925 0 0 0 6 8 eo 48 60 4 .8 I 
93 +)Tach (tot 5 diQ) 20 19.1 1. 197 0.7518797 0 .75HI.7.9..Z Q...i'5i8.:i'9 l 7T~!i·94- a- ~ 80.Ctl01l7 15 7'5.0'375'!1>1 IJ.OO:JOIH''!l 
94 +) Tach (tot 6 diQ) 21 20.4 2 .366 0.2535926 0.2535926 0.2535926 6.5071851 8 80 52.057481 65 .071851 5.2057481 
95 +) Tach (tot 7 dig) 19 18.9 3.9 0.025641 0.025641 0.025641 6.0512821 8 80 48.410256 60 ,512821 4.6410256 
96 +)Tach (1st 567) 15 15.7 1.418 -0.493653 -0.493653 -0.493653 5.0126939 8 eo 40 . 101551 50.126939 4.0101551 
97 l+i Tach_ilast 567) 15 14.6 2.503 0.1 598082 0.1598082 0.1598082 6.3196165 8 80 50.556932 63.196165 5.0556932 
98 I+)Tach (tot) 60 58.4 6.275 0.2549801 0.2549801 0.2549801 6.5099602 8 80 52.079681 65.099602 5 .2079681 












Appendix 5 VPIIVB 
A 8 c D E F G H I J K L M N 
103 As 11m sd ls Zsh Zsl Ss Cv Cp Cs o/oCs VSPF 
104 8. RlliR•p 0 8 80 
105 a. (·)PATT 1 36.25 38.031 21.848 0.0815178 0.0815178 0.0815178 6.1630355 9 90 55.46732 61.630355 5.546732 
106 a. (·)PATT 2 32 34.747 11 .596 0.236892 0.236892 0.236892 6.4737841 9 90 58.264057 64.737841 5 .8264057 
107 a. (·)PATT 3 34 36.17 14.342 0.1513039 0.1513039 0.1513039 6.3026077 9 90 56.72347 63.026077 5 .672347 
108 a. l·lPATT 4 33 33.49 9.143 0.0535929 0.0535929 0 .0535929 6.1071858 9 90 54.964672 61.071858 5.4964672 
109 a. l·lPATT 5 30 31.835 7.69 0.2325729 0.2325729 0.2325729 6.4651456 9 90 56.166312 64.651458 5.6186312 
110 a._{-)PATT 6 32 34.51 10 .95 0.2292237 0.2292237 0.2292237 6.4584475 9 90 58.126027 64.584475 5.8126027 
1 1 1 a. (·)PATT 7 35 36.015 12.815 0.0792041 0.0792041 0 .0792041 6.1584081 9 90 55.425673 61.584081 5.5425673 
112 a . (·)PATT 8 33 34.912 10.718 0.1783915 0.1783915 0.1783915 6.356783 9 90 57.211047 63 .56783 5.7211047 
113 a. (·)PATT (mn) 33.15625 33.25 10.833 0 .0086541 0.0086541 0 .0086541 6.0173082 9 90 54. 155774 60.173082 5.4155774 
114 a. HPATT lmn 2·8) 32.714286 32 .833 10.351 0.0114689 0 .0114689 0.0114689 6 .0229377 9 90 54.20644 60.229377 5 .420644 
115 a. {-}PATT {spd)(comp) N/A N/A N/A 0 . 1553373 0 . 1553373 0 . 1553373 6 .3106747 9 90 56.796072 63.106747 5.6796072 
11 6 b. {· )PATT 1(dlr) 36 .25 38.031 21.848 0 .0815178 0 .0815178 0.0815178 6.1630355 9 90 55.46732 61.630355 5 .546732 
117 b. (· )PATT 2(dlr) 32 34 .747 11.596 0.236692 0 .236892 0.236892 6.4737841 9 90 58.264057 64 .737841 5 .8264057 
118 b. HPATI 3(dlr) 34 36.17 14.342 0.1513039 0.1513039 0.1513039 6 .3026077 9 90 56.72347 63.026077 5 .672347 
11 9 b. (·lPATT 4(dlr) 33 33.49 9 . 143 0.0535929 0.0535929 0.0535929 6 . 1071858 9 90 54.964672 61 .071858 5 .4964672 
120 b. (·)PATT 5(dlr) 30 31 .835 7 .89 0 .2325729 0.2325729 0.2325729 6.4651458 9 90 56 .186312 64.651458 5 .8186312 
1 21 b. {-]PATT f!{dlr) 32 34.51 10 .95 0 .2292237 0.2292237 0.2292237 6.4584475 9 90 58. 126027 64 .584475 5.6126027 
122 b. {· )PATT 7(dlr) 35 36 .015 12.615 0 .0792041 0 .0792041 0.0792041 6 . 1564081 9 90 55.425673 61.584061 5 .5425673 
123 b. (· )PATT 8(d lr) 33 34 .912 10 .718 0 .1763915 0.1783915 0.1783915 6 .356783 9 90 57.211047 63 .56783 5 .7211047 
124 b. HPATI (mn)(dlr) 33.15625 33.25 10 .833 0.0088541 0.0066541 0.0066541 6.0173082 9 90 54.155774 60 . 173062 5 .4155774 
125 b. (· )PATT (mn 2·6)(dlr) 32.714266 32 .833 10.351 0.0114689 0.0114669 0.0114689 6 .0229377 9 90 54 .20644 60.229377 5 .420644 
126 b. 1-lPATT tcomp){dlr) 0 0 1 0.1553373 0.1553373 0.1553373 6.3106747 8 80 50.465397 63. 106747 5 .0465397 
127 c. {·)RxH 15 .25 19 .74 5.88 0 .7636054 0 .7636054 0.7636054 7 .5272109 9 90 67 .744696 75.272109 6 .7744698 
128 c. {·)RspH 33 39 .085 7.91 0 .7692794 0.7692794 0.7692794 7.5365566 9 90 67 .847029 75 .385566 6 .7647029 
129 c. (· )MRspH 17.75 18.937 7.825 0.1516933 0.1516933 0.1516933 6.3033868 9 90 56.730479 63.033666 5.6730479 
130 c. (·)Rx-Rsp/H (comp) 0.561526 0.561526 0.581526 7.1230521 9 90 64.107469 71.230521 6.4107469 
131 c. l· lRxF 22 24 .56 2.036 1.2671906 1.2671906 1.2671906 8.5343811 9 90 76.60943 85.343611 7.660943 
132 c. HRspF 35 37.3 2.623 0.8766566 0.8768568 0.8768566 7.7537171 9 90 69 .763454 77.537171 6.9783454 
133 c. (.)MRspF 13 12.72 1.824 ·0 . 153509 ·0.153509 ·0.153509 5.6929625 9 90 51.236842 56.929825 5.1236842 
134 c._{·)Rx-Rsp/F (comp) 0.6635135 0.6635135 0 .6635135 7.3270269 9 90 65.943242 73 . 270269 6 .5943242 
135 c. Rx plus(comp) N/A N/ A N/A 0.6125197 0 .6125197 0.6125197 7.2250395 8 80 57.800316 72 . 250395 5.7800316 
136 Rx!Rsp (comp) N!A N! A N!A 0.307731 0.307731 0.307731 6.61546_3 L_ __ 8 
-
80 52.9237 66.15463 5.29237 
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Appendix 5 VPI/VB 
A B c D E F G H I J K L M N 
137. Rs M1 sd Zs Zsh Zsl Ss Cv Q> Cs %Cs VSPF 
138 f. Anllclo•llon 
139 lt.JB-Obl 1 moh 14 20 5 1.2 1.2 1.2 8 . 4 9 90 75.6 84 7.56 
140 1 '-lB-Obl 1 moh 15 20 5 1 
' 
1 8 9 90 72 80 7.2 
141 -lB-Obl 1 moh 16 20 5 o.e 0.8 o.e 7.6 9 90 68.4 76 6.84 
142 -lB-Obl 5 moh 11 20 1 9 2 2 10 9 90 90 100 9 
143 ·lB-Obl 5 mph 12 20 1 8 2 2 10 9 90 90 100 9 
144 · lB-Obl 5 moh 13 20 1 7 2 2 10 9 90 90 100 9 
145 lt-18-0bl 10 moh 14 20 1 6 2 2 10 9 90 90 100 9 i 
146 lt.JB-Obl 10 moh 15 20 l 5 2 .2 Hl i iliL 111<0- 100 9 
147 1'- lB-Obt 10 moh 16 20 1 4 2 2 10 9 90 90 100 9 
148 -}B-Obl 20 mph 17 20 1 3 2 2 10 9 90 QO 100 9 
149 -lB-Obl 20 moh 18 20 1 2 2 2 10 g rul so ~GO- 9 I 
150 -lB-Ob/ 20 moh 19 20 1 
' 
1 1 e 9 90 72 eo 7.2 
151 -IB-oJ 30 moh 12 20 1 e 2 2 10 9 90 90 100 9 
_152 h-18-0bl 30 moh 10 20 1 10 2 2 10 9 90 90 100 9 
153 1<-IB-Obl 30 mph 11 20 1 9 2 2 10 9 90 90 100 9 
154 lr+I-}B-Obi-IEL} l 1 1 0 0 0 6 9 90 54 60 5.4 
155 lr+l-lB-Su bJ-IEOL) 1 1 1 0 0 0 6 9 90 54 60 5.4 
156 11+1-IB-Obi/Subl lcomol NIA NIA NIA. 5 2. 2 1 0. g gg_ B~- ~0:& 9 
157 Antlclostlon !como) NIA NIA NIA 5 2 2 10 8 811 BO 100 8 
158 10. V/$ & Bal 9 90 
159 +lEves-0 IVB 1.1 5 4.016 0.864 1.138e889 1.t3ee8e9 1.1388889 8.2777778 e eo 66.222222 82.777778 6 .6222222 
160 +lEves-C fvB II.] 4 3 .522 0.963 0.4963655 0.4963655 0.4963655 6 .992731 8 80 55. 941848 69.92731 5.594te48 
1 61 +!Stat c EM's Js 111.1 4 3.538 0.847 0.5454545 0.5454545 0.5454545 7.0909091 8 eo 56.727273 70.909091 5.6727273 
162 +lDvn-0 IVB IV.l 5 3.945 0.751 t .4047936 1.4047936 1.4047936 e .e095e72 e eo 70.476698 e8.095e72 7.0476698 I 
163 h+\Dvn-C lvs v. 1 3 2.901 0.943 0 .1049841 0.1049841 0.1049841 6.2099682 6 60 49.679745 62 .099682 4.9679745 
164 +liVBt-VB51 !VB Tot.l 21 17 . 9 4.3 0 .7209302 0.7209302 0 .7209302 7.4418605 e eo 59.534884 74.418605 5.9534884 I 
165 l.t+JEves-C+I I VB VI. 1 5 4.016 0 .08 12.3 2 2 10 8 eo 80 100 8 
166 Vis & Bal {comp} NIA N!A NIA 2.665081 2 2 1Q g Jl .llc. ~ wo 9" 
'167 11. lmaQ!VIa 0 II 90 
168 lt?lSOI -A 
' 
1 1 0 0 0 6 8 80 48 60 4 . 8 
169 I!?ISO I-B 1 1 1 0 0 0 6 e 80 48 60 4.e 
170 lmaaerv!VIs /como! N!A NIA NIA 0 0 0 6 9 911 54 60 5.4 
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Appendix 5 VPI/VB 
0 p Cl R s T u v w X y z AA AB AC 
1 I 
2 Vll va VB VB 118 ve VB VB V6 \1'8 VB 
3 I 
4 
5 Vl•uat hn'•IIJ~I(y 
s. EC(;'Y PtN U I;CC::VU H2.l ECCVIrN31 ECCSUN1 i ECCSf! N21 ECCSilltU ECCa E'CC"SIPoJI EOVSPf' ECVSPF Pa % ECV:SPf' 
7 SYJI cs DVIt SVA cs DVA VIa Sen• 'Ill • Sen• VIa SaJl-IJ Yla Sene VI• Sen:• 











19 EM'•It:J,ulamof(jf I 
20 ECCVt(Ntt ECCVntf2) ECCVI[N3} ECCSII N1 1 ECCSI{N21 ~CCSfCHcll ECCS ECCS!Pol\ ECVSPF ECVSI"F Pa 'Yo ECVS!lt= 
21 P'a S'a VI• Aud P' a s·. VI• A:ud EJ.I'• EY'• El.l'!r ll.U'I 011'11 
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Appendix 5 VPIIVB 
-
0 P' a R s T u v w X 'Y z AA AB AC 
35 £CCII11_W!l ~rovtltl21 E'CC\IIt,.:J.l ECC'IIUH~) EOCS1{NU ECCSI[N21' ECCSII N3)~ ECCSI~ N4 1_ e:ccs E:CCS(J'o!l ecvs~ EC'YGPF Po 'W.EC\'SPf 
36 ~ . IISUV~ t .U9'3U LUUi4 2. •srs'u t 5 •. /J!J'S4~ rJ.313il 17.72348 18.Q0909 71.92494 8D 7. ,~~4914 8 II!I. IP'llftJ 
37 .Ai/ C h c liiL Cr fill Cr Ri~lltl F:ldy "-iC h~lll l Crl'nl Cf R•~fl<ll F;~~dy AJ C A /C A/ C A I & • rc 



















5~ 7 £ ofll• ·n rl /11~ tty 
sa ECC\I"I(NU_ ECCV'!_N21 E:CCVl[N3) ECCSUH\l e t:C.SIIH2) ECCSI[M3), ECCS E:CCSIP !tl) I!CYSPF ECVSPF Pill' 'll'o ECI/SP'f 
59 e:m SOi, fii B Elli S.I A E:IU: E fHii B EIH/8, E"flifO EI HI B E l li i EI 




64 eccvtrH·ll ECC'Yli_N~j t;CCSEIH1 ]' ECC:SIIN2> El:CS ECcstPoU ECVSPF ECVSPF Po o/o ECVSPF 
65 Es IA.l ES [I! ~ ES IAl ES !IJI EIH I:IH EIH t::m Eltl 
66 4 
' 






Appendix 5 VPI/VB 
0 p Q R s T u v w X y z AA AB AC 
69 ECCVt(N1) ECCVt(N2) ECCVI(N3) ECCVI(N4) ECCSI(N1) ECCSI(N2}_ ECCSI(N3) ECCSI(N4) ECCS ECCS(Pot) ECVSPF ECVSPF Po 'Yo ECVSPF 
7 0 2 2 2 2 13.07143 15.63636 9.3652611 11.31429 49.38735 80 4.938735 8 61.73418 
71 Cogn(L) Petlph(B) Al perlph SA) cogn (j Cogn(l) Perlph(B) ~A) perlph SA) cogn (J Spit Altn Spit Attn Spit Attn Spit Attn Spit AHn 
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Appendix 5 VPI/VB 
0 p Q R s T u v w X y z AA AB· AC 
.1103 EC:OVIIIU) eccvr~H:ll ECCV~!H3)· EDC\'H~4) ECCSHN1 ) ECCS!l_N~ ECCS!i!l3] ECCSij N4l_ EOCS E:<CCS!Po'I!J I'CIISPF ECVSI".f pa - '!C. ECVSPF 
104 2.tt7U1 t.BI'211s:l ~.1l1'U7 1.83~"'"' '"· -'&31'8 t f .8'T8fl;l. 15.08411 13.60007 53 . 92688 ..rl' ,. ~U·S88' S' IT • .tOU 
105 P1,1[1J1.4)_ P•~tldl~ llwfl'!~p· If lbln~p F P•11(~P_4J P•lt(dlrl FI.UI'!.a.P• H lhiJfllp F H~llhp A!l-111~ nxm~ R~tlt~ n>:tlhp 






1 1 2 I 
113 
114 
11 5 I 
116 
117 ' 
118 pg,ypp u~ . ........ lind/1 EY.•I Co:l1 I 
119 SVII i 
120 At .CO!ld 
121 cs 
]_22 PVII 
1'23 Alter tFIWF\M} 
124 OeuiO!'!!O~I~!Ibl I 
- I 125 :1' l:fepJh 
126 eH tCOGnll VPI I 
L127 SDI~ 1\ll.n Cr:no lat') l~1~m:t· 
l128 Sl!lll Alln (Y.e.rbal) 
_j 
129 P11t~nl!~q well 
130 P'9r..,leiAUFisiJ !>P!il 
131~ E/l<i~n Fllfn:l$1!1. 
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156 VI~ A Bttl 
-
1157 IOCCvt[N1,) ECCVf(N2) ECCVf[N3) li:CCVIIH-4) ECC\Uo[HSJ• ECC\Ifjfi6;1 ECCSICiHI ECCSUN21 Eet:SitHl) EC~1[N41• £CC'&F[NS) ECCS!!Nfll ECCS ECCS(Poll ECVSPF 
158 J,(l' J. S J • .S r.s f ,S 1.$ 12.4~U 7 tl1.4/1fll 10. 63555 f!l .. zr.u/J J. 3ro4u-~ rs n.(j?f ·U ~~~ 7. 1rl711f'll 
159 VD1 Vll2 \I'D :I· VIlli VB~ V81 Vll t VEIZ. YEI.!I VB• VBS V9& VI'S' uu V&B 
160 
161 I E;C'I!SPF Po 
1 ·6 2 9 
163 v.u 
164 
165 rm~r~'"'~ '!'.. EC\'SPf 
1 '6o f!ccv:rtNi) fiCCVI!_N2} £CCf>l'[NU Et:CSIIH2) ECCSi ECCS{PQ~ ECVSPP ,fGVS<P'I' ~ %ECVSP'f 711.9UU 
167 4 .5 lf .5 27 27 54' IIHl 5.4 !i1 llll• 












Appendix 6 Critical Value Table 
A 8 c 9 e ¥ G H 1 J K L M N 0 p a 
1 SPORT--> B:l B:l B:l B:l B:l B:l B:l 88 88 88 88 88 FB FB I FB FB 
2 Position--> lnf Otf p c H oc A1 Pg 2'g Sf Pf c C8 Fe ca Rec 
3 Category--> +): > (# - > pe [(-) : < (# • > performance 
4 1. Visual Sens 8 9 6 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 7 7 8 7 8 8 
5 -)a. SVA (OU) 7 8 7 7 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
6 i+)b. CS1 8 9 6 8 8 6 8 8 8 B 8 8 9 7 8 8 
7 +)b. CS2 8 9 6 8 8 6 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 7 8 8 
8 ,(+)b. CS3 8 9 6 8 8 6 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 7 8 8 
9 :l+)b. CS4 8 9 6 8 8 6 8 8 a B 8 8 9 7 8 8 
1 0 !i+)b. CS5 8 9 6 8 8 6 8 a 8 8 8 a 9 7 a a 
1 1 if+)b. CS(tot) 8 9 6 8 8 6 a 8 8 8 8 8 9 7 8 8 
1 2 I { +) b. CS (cmp) 8 9 6 8 8 6 8 8 8 B 8 8 9 7 8 8 
1 3 If+) c. OVA 8 8 5 9 8 5 7 8 
' 
8 8 8 8 8 7 8 8 
1 4 I(+) Vis Sens (cmp) 8 9 6 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 7 7 8 7 8 8 
1 5 2. Rf 6 7 6 6 7 7 7 6 6 6 6 6 7 6 6 7 
1 6 3. EM's(OM) 6 6 5 6 5 4 6 6 6 6 5 5 6 5 6 5 
1 7 I(+)Horz pt 7 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 7 7 7 5 7 7 
1 8 I(+)Vert_pt 7 8 4 8 6 4 6 7 ~ 8 7 ., I! ! s_ -~ ~ ! 1 9 [(+)Diaq pt 7 
_ }_ ~ 6 7 7 5 6 6 __ ----...£ 6 6 6 6 5 5 6 
20 II•'Oblique pt 7 8 4 6 6 5 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 6 7 8 
21 I I+J Psi (cmp) . - - - - - . - . 
22 lt+)Sd's 6 5 6 7 8 6 7 5 5 5 5 5 8 6 7 6 
23 IHKD 1 - . . . - - ·- - -
24 I (+)KD 2 - - . . . I . . . - -
25 lt+)KD 3 - - - . . . . . - . - -
26 [(+)KD_[tot)_ . - . . - . - -
27 I(+) Vis-Aud(comp) . . . - - -
28 lr .. !OM(comp) 6 6 5 6 5 4 6 6 6 6 5 5 6 5 6 5 
29 4. AN 7 7 7 8 7 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 8 6 8 7 
30 a1 . (+)Dst Rk 1 7 7 7 8 7 7 7 8 7 8 7 7 8 7 8 8 
31 a2. (+)Ds1 Rk 2 7 7 7 8 7 7 7 8 7 8 7 7 8 7 8 8 
32 I (+)A/V Fclty(cm[Jj 7 7 7 8 7 7 7 8 7 8 7 7 8 7 8 8 
33 b1. (+)Verg Rk 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 6 6 6 
34 c1. (+) 818k . - - - . - - - ~ - -
35 c2. (+)81 Rec . . . . . - . -· . - - -
36 c3. (+180 Bk 
-
-




37 c4. (+ )BO Rec . - - . . . . . . 
38 c5. l+)BU Bk . . - - . . . . 
39 c6. (+)BU Rec - . - . - - . . -
40 c7. (+)BD Bk I - . . . . - -
41 ca. {+)BD Rae - . . . . - - -
42 c9. (+)Verg(cmp) 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 6 5 5 5 
43 d.J:lFxdy 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 7 6 6 7 
44 ! [!) A v EDmP) 7 7 7 8 7 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 8 6 8 7 
45 5. 3'1Tm 8 9 7 8 7 7 7 7 8 8 7 7 7 7 8 9 
46 ·)AO 1(240') 8 B 8 B 7 8 7 a 9 9 7 a B a B 9 
47 · )AO 2(1aO') 8 8 8 8 7 8 7 8 9 9 7 8 8 8 8 9 
48 -lAO 3{120') a 8 8 8 7 8 7 8 9 9 7 8 8 8 8 9 
49 lf· )AO 4(60') 8 8 8 8 7 8 7 8 9 9 7 8 8 ~t-ll r--2--
50 I (·)AO (cmp) 8 8 8 8 7 8 7 8 9 9 7 8 8 8 8 9 
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Appendix 6 Critical Value Table 
A 8 c F G H 
5 1 SPORT-> Elb 
c H 
7' 7 
9 ? ., 
5 6 a. (+IES.A 7 ? 
57 !t. h)WI ? 7 8 
58 A. (+)FS B 7 a a 6 a 
59 i!.I+.IWII 
.!} 1 
61 s gt Atln 10 7 !l 
6 2 h. f4ESCit-J !l 7 
6 3 ~. I+IES P (131 II B a 
6 4 b. lti!:S SA (S) II 7 g 
B 7 B a 
1_0 g 9 
6 7 E/ 9 
68 o. (+JWBal !! 6 II a Iii G ~· 
6 9 eH/B (Mif') j!J !I 6 9 6 7 7 
7 2 1.,1 Tach ~ 9 9 7 9 1 o a ~ o 
,~7~5~1 (~·+)~T~a~ch~5------+-~~~+--Q~4-~7--~~g--~~1~~~.- 8 • ~ 1--'-7_6~- ..p.+:...Ld.....:Tc.::a:::.:ch.:-.6=-------+---'~'--+--'9'--+--7'---+----'-a--t---'-1 c"-. -t- -8~1 o 
7' 7 +) Tach 7 9 II 7 9 10 I! l 0 
78· +) Tach S !I II 7 9 t 10 II 1 0 
7 9 1 +) Tach 9 g 9 1 a 10 ! 10 
8 0 +)Tach 10 !II g 7 g 1 0 B 10 
81 +)Tacht1 I 9 7 10 1 C 
8 2 .. ) Tach 12 ll 7 g 10 lO 
8 3 , +)Tach (5 dig) 
8 4 +)Tach (6 dig) 
8 5 +) Tach (7 dig) 
8 6 +) Tach (1 st 567) 
8 7 +) Tach (last 567) 
8 8 +)Tach (tot) g g 7 10 10 
8 9 (+) Cen Pep (cmpJ !l' Hl 
9• 0 B. R~/R~p 7 
9 1 li, J :WATT 1 1 7 B 7 7 7' 
B 9 7 7 
7 7 7 
9 4 <~~ (-lPAiT 4 7 7 7 1 ., 
'9 5 a. H PA.Tf 5 7 7 7 
9 6 a. (-)P""TT a 7 7 7 
9 7 1. UPAlT 1 7 7 7 7 1 
9 8 ~. ~ · ]P,IITI ~ 7 1 7 
7 II 9 7 7 7 
1 0 0 a. (-I PATT ~mn 2-8 1 7 7 8 II 7 7 7 
Page 2 
J K L M N I 0 p a 
Sl I PI c 
9 9 8 ., II 
9 9 7 
8 8 8 1 7 II 8 
8 8 7 7 
9 9 8 
9 9 9 7 !l 8 
9 9 8 7 6 9 B 
9 9 e 
9 8 8 1 7 !I 
8 8 7 II 8 8 II 
9 8 I! 7 7 9 





8 g 1 
II g ., 
B 7 a II 
ll ? II 
~ ---o-::~--1--,__+-..;L"~~-+-..!..---t-----;7,-t.._jsfl_:::t--e _ 
e t s 1 ~ 9 7 e e 
7' 
1 
7 e e 
., 
g 7 7 
B ll 7 II e 
7 g 1 1!1 e 
lJ 7 I 7 
7 7 




7 7 7 1 
7 7 7 7 ? e 1 
7 7 7 7 7 6 i 
B ., ? 1 7 7 7 
1 7 7 7 7 ., 
1 ., 7 7 7 a 7 
1' 7 7 7 7 D a 7 
8 7 7 7 7 7 8 a 7 
Appendix 6 Critical Value Table 
A 8 c D E F G H I J K L M N 0 p a 
1 01 SPORT··> 8b 8b ! 8b 8b 8b 8b 8b B8 B8 B8 B8 88 A3 A3 I A3 A3 
102 Position~-> lnf 011 p c H oc R'l Pg 2•g Sf PI c C8 FE 00 Rec 
-
103 Ca1egory--> 
104 a. (-) (stxf)(comp) 7 7 I 8 9 7 7 7 8 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 7 
105 b . {-lPATT 1(dlr) 8 8 8 9 7 a 8 9 a a 7 8 8 8 a 8 
106 b. (-)PATT 2(dir) 8 B a 9 7 8 8 9 8 8 7 8 8 8 8 8 
107 b. (-)PATT 3(dir) a 8 8 9 7 8 8 9 8 8 7 8 8 8 8 8 
108 b. (-lPATT 4(dir) 8 8 8 9 7 a 8 9 8 a 7 8 8 a 8 a 
109 b. (-)PATT S(dir) 8 8 8 9 7 8 8 9 8 a 7 8 8 8 8 8 
110 b. (-lPATT 6(dir) 8 a 8 9 7 8 8 9 8 8 7 8 8 8 8 8 
1 1 1 b. (-)PATT 7(dir) 8 8 8 9 7 8 8 9 8 8 7 8 8 8 a 8 
112 b. (-)PATT 8(dir) 8 8 8 9 7 8 a 9 8 8 7 8 8 a 8 a 
11 3 b. (-)PATT {mn)(dir) 8 8 8 9 7 a a 9 8 a 7 8 8 8 8 8 
11 4 b. (·) (mn 2-8){dir] a 8 8 9 7 8 a 9 a 8 7 a 8 8 a 8 
115 b. (-) (comp)(dir)_ 8 8 8 9 7 B 8 9 8 B 7 B 8 B 8 8 
116 c. (-)RXH 9 9 7 8 9 6 9 9 8 8 a a 7 8 9 9 
11 7 c. (-)Rsp_H a 9 7 8 9 6 9 9 a 8 7 7 7 a 9 9 
11 8 c. (-)MRspH 8 9 7 8 9 6 9 9 8 B 7 7 7 8 9 9 
11 9 c. (-)H (comp) 8.5 9 7 8 9 6 9 9 8 B 7.5 7.5 7 8 9 9 
120 c. (-lRxF 9 9 7 8 9 6 9 9 8 8 B 8 7 8 9 9 
I 1 21 c. (-)RspF 8 9 7 8 9 6 9 9 a a 7 7 7 8 9 9 
122 c. (-)MRspF 8 9 7 8 9 6 9 9 8 a 7 7 7 8 9 9 
1 23 c. (-!F (comp) 8.5 9 7 8 9 6 9 9 B B 7.5 7.5 7 B L,..~-
124 c. Rx p/us(comp) 8.5 9 7 I 8 9 6 9 9 8 B 7.5 7.5 7 8 9 g_ 
1 25 Rx!Rsp (comp) 9 9 i 7 9 9 7 9 9 8 8 7 7 9 8 9 8 
126 9. Anticipation 8 9 I 7 8 9 7 7 7 7 7 8 I 8 8 8 8 8 
1 27 J(-)8-0bl 1 mph 8 9 7 8 9 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 _jl~ 8 a 8 
1 2 8 J(·)B-Obj 1 mph 8 9 7 a 9 7 7 7 7 7 a B B I 8 8 8 
129 J(-)B-Obj 1 mph a 9 7 8 .~ ~7-~ 7 ? 7 8 8 8 8 a 8 
130 J(-)B-Obi 5 mph a 9 7 a 9 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 a 
1 31 lt-lB-Obl 5 mph 8 9 7 8 9 7 7 7 7 7 8 a 8 a 8 8 
132 J(-JB-Obj 5 mph a 9 7 a 9 7 7 7 7 7 a a a 8 8 8 
133 J(-)B-Obl 10 mph a 9 7 a 9 7 7 7 7 7 a a a 8 8 8 
134 lt-)B-Obj 10 mph 8 9 7 a 9 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 ~ 
135 lt-)B-Obj 10 mph 8 9 7 8 g 7 7 7 7 7 8 a a 8 8 8 
136 11-)B-Obi 20 mph a 9 7 8 9 7 7 7 7 7 a 8 8 8 8 a 
137 1<-JB-ObJ 20 mph 8 9 7 a 9 7 7 7 7 7 8 a 8 8 8 8 
138 J(-)B-Obj 20 mph 8 9 7 8 9 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 a 8 
139 J(-)B·Ob) 30 mph 8 9 7 8 9 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 a 8 
140 J(-) B-Obl 30 mph 8 9 7 8 9 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 
1 41 Ji-)B-Obj 30 mph a 9 7 a 9 7 7 7 7 7 8 a 8 8 8 8 
142 11+1-){E/L) 8 9 7 a 9 7 7 7 7 7 8 a a 8 8 8 
143 [(+i-) EOL) 9 9 7 8 10 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 9 8 9 9 
144 I (+1-)0b!Sb (cmp) 8 9 7 8 9 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 







Appendix 6 Critical Value Table 
A B c 0 E F G H I I J K L M I N 0 p a 
1 51 SPORT--> Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb Bb BB BB 88 BB BB A3 A3 A3 A3 
152 Posl11on--> lnf 01f p c H oc Fh Pg I 2'Q Sf PI c CE ffi 00 Rae 
153 Ca1egory- -> 
154 10. V!B I 
155 I(+)[V_B 1.1 8 8 8 8 g 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
156 lt+)[V_B II.] 7 7 7 7 7 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
157 ll+lfVB Ill.] 9 8 B 9 9 B 9 9 B B 9 9 9 8 8 6 
158 I(+)[VB IV.] 8 9 8 7 8 7 9 9 8 9 8 8 9 1 a 9 9 
159 I(+)[VB V.j 7 7 7 7 7 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 7 7 
160 1 (+HVB Tot 1-5.] 
1 61 ll+H VB VI. 1 7 7 8 7 7 7 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 8 8 
162 V!B(cmp) 
163 11. lmagNi11 7 8 8 8 7 g g 8 8 8 7 8 8 7 8 8 
164 i(?)SOI-A 7 8 9 8 8 9 9 8 8 8 8 8 B 7 8 8 
165 lt?)SOI-B B 8 9 8 7 9 9 8 8 I 8 7 e 6 8 6 8 




































Appendix 6 Critical Value Table 
R s T u v w X y z I AA AB AC AD AE AF AG ' AH 
1 SPORT··> F6 FB F6 VB VB VB VB VB Soc Soc Soc Soc Soc Soc Soc THB 
2 Position··> LB lN SpT Sv St Sp Bk ~ G cc 00 cc I CE Wg Off BeD 
3 Category -- > 
I 4. 1. vt•u•l Sen• 7 6 8 6 6 6 7 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
5 ·) a. SVA (OU) 7 6 7 6 6 6 6 7 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 
6 (+)b. CS1 7 7 8 7 7 7 7 8 9 a 8 8 8 8 8 8 
7 +)b. CS2 7 7 8 7 7 7 7 8 9 8 8 8 8 a 8 8 
8 +)b. CS3 7 7 8 7 7 7 7 8 9 8 6 8 8 8 8 a 
9 +)b. CS4 7 7 a 7 7 7 7 8 9 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
1 0 +)b. CS5 7 7 8 7 7 7 7 8 9 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
1 1 +)b. CS(tot) 7 7 8 7 7 7 7 8 9 8 8 8 a 8 8 8 
1 2 ' +)b. CS (cmp) 7 7 a 7 7 7 7 8 9 8 8 8 6 a 8 8 
1 3 +) c. OVA 7 6 8 6 6 6 8 9 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 
1 4. J+) Vis Sens (cmp) 7 6 8 6 6 6 7 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
1 5 2. Rf 6 6 7 5 5 5 5 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 7 6 
1 6 3. EM'1J(OM) 6 4 
' 
-~ 5 s I 7 5 s s s s 6 4 6 
1 7 +)Horz pt 7 s 7 6 s 6 ·G 8 6 G 6 ·G II 6 6 5 
1 B +)Vert pt 7 ljji II ?' ., 7 7 7 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 I 5 
1 9 +) Diag pt 6 _5 I G ·B (j, 7 1 7 !! 5 5 ~ ! 5 5 6 
20 . +)Oblique pt 7 .& 7 7 7 7 7 6 7 6 6 5 B 6 6 7 
21 (+) Pst (cmp) . . . r . . - . . - . 
22 +)Sd's 7 B ., 6 5 5 5 0 B 6 G 8 G 6 7 6 
23 if+)KD 1 - .• . . . . - . . 










25 H KD 3 . - - . . - . . . . -
26 I (+)KD(tot) - . - . - - -
27 I(+) Vis·Aud(comp) . - - - . . . - . 
28 ](+)OM (camp) 6 4 6 6 5 6 6 7 5 5 5 5 5 6 4 6 
29 4. AN 8 6 7 7 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 7 
30 at. (+)Dst Rk 1 8 7 8 8 7 7 7 7 8 7 7 7 7 7 8 7 
31 a2. (+)Dst Rk 2 8 7 8 8 7 7 7 7 8 7 7 7 7 7 8 7 
32 ](+)AN Fclty(cmp) I 8 7 8 8 7 7 7 7 8 7 7 7 7 7 B 7 
I 33 b1. (+)Verg Rk 6 6 7 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 
34. ct.(+) 81 8k . . . . - - - . - . 
-
-
35 c2. ( +)81 Rec . . . - - - . . . - . 
36 c3 . (+)80 Bk - - - . - . . 
37 c4. ( + JBO Rec . . - - . - . -




. . r 
39 c6. ( + )BU Rae . - . . . . . . . . 
40 c7. {+)80 Bk I . - . - . . . - . 
-
-





42 c9. (+)Verg(cmp) 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 5 
43 d. (·)Fxdy 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
44 I !+) AV (comp) 8 6 7 7 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 7 
4.5 5. 3'1Tm 8 6 7 8 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 7 
46 I<·JAO 1(240') 8 7 8 8 9 9 8 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
47 i i ·)AO 2(160') 8 7 8 8 9 9 8 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
48 lf-)AO 3(120') 8 7 8 8 9 9 8 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
49 I<·JAO 4(60') 8 7 8 8 9 9 8 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
50 ' !·JAO lcmoJ 8 7 B 8 9 I 9 8 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
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Appendix 6 Critical Value Table 
R s T u v w X y z AA AB AC' AD AE AF AG AH 
51 SPORT··> ffi ffi ffi VB VB VB VB VB Soc Soc Soc Soc Soc Soc Soc THB 
52 Position · ·> LB LN SpT Sv S1 Sp Bk F\; G cc 00 cc CE Wg Off BeD 
53 Category··> 
54 6. EIHI B 9 7 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 6 9 
55 Ei H 9 7 6 6 6 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 6 9 
56 a. (+)ES·A 8 6 6 7 7 7 7 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 7 
57 a.(+) WI 8 8 6 7 7 7 7 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 7 
58 a. (+)ES B 8 6 6 7 7 6 7 9 6 8 6 6 6 8 7 8 
59 a.(+) W II 6 8 8 7 7 8 7 9 8 6 6 8 6 6 7 8 
60 a. E/H(cmp) g 7 8 8 8 9 g 9 9 g g g 9 g 6 g 
61 Spl Attn 9 9 9 8 6 9 7 9 8 9 6 9 6 8 8 8 
.. 
62 b. (+)ESC (L) 9 9 9 7 8 8 6 9 9 7 7 9 6 9 6 8 
63 b . (+)ESP (B) 6 8 6 e 7 7 7 e 6 8 6 6 6 6 7 6 
64 b. (+)ES SA (B) 9 9 9 7 8 8 8 9 9 7 7 9 6 9 6 8 
65 b. (+)ES SA (L) 8 6 6 8 7 7 7 8 6 6 6 e e 8 7 e 
66 b. (+)ES SA~mpl_ 9 g 9 8 8 9 7 9 8 9 8 9 8 8 8 8 
67 E/8 
68 c. (+)W Bal 8 8 8 9 9 8 8 9 9 8 6 6 6 6 7 6 
69 E!HIB (ompl_ 9 7 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 6 9 
70 7. Cen Pep 8 6 7 8 8 8 8 8 9 8 8 9 8 II 9 8 
71 I(+) Tach 1 6 6 7 8 8 8 8 8 9 8 8 9 8 9 9 8 
72 I(+) Tach 2 8 6 7 6 8 8 6 6 9 8 8 9 6 g 9 8 
73 I(+) Tach 3 6 6 7 6 8 8 8 8 9 6 8 1 9 6 9 9 6 
74 +l Tach 4 6 6 7 8 6 6 6 8 9 8 8 9 8 9 9 8 
75 +l Tach 5 8 6 7 8 6 6 8 6 9 6 6 9 8 9 9 8 
76 +)Tach 6 6 6 7 6 6 6 6 8 9 8 8 9 8 9 I 9 8 
77 +)Tach 7 6 6 7 6 6 6 8 8 9 I 8 8 9 8 9 9 8 
~ I+) Tach 8 8 6 7 8 8 8 6 8 9 8 8 9 8 9 9 8 
79 +) Tach 9 e 6 7 8 6 6 6 6 9 8 6 9 8 9 9 8 
80 II+) Tach 10 6 6 7 6 8 8 6 6 9 6 8 9 8 9 9 8 
81 (+)Tach 11 6 6 7 8 8 8 8 6 9 8 8 9 6 9 9 ~ 
8 2 II(+) Tach 12 8 6 7 6 6 8 8 8 9 8 8 9 6 9 9 8 
83 ~+I Tach (5 dig) . - . . - . . . 
84 l(+l Tach (6 dig) . - . - . . - . . -
85 l(+l Tach (7 dig} . . - . . . . - - . 
86 ll+l Tach (1st 567) . - - . - ~ - . - - . 
87 I(+)Tach (las! 567) - . - . . 
88 IH Tach (tot) 8 6 7 6 6 8 8 8 9 8 8 9 8 9 9 8 
89 [{..1_ Cen Pep (cmp) 8 6 7 8 8 8 8 8 9 8 8 9 8 9 9 8 
90 B. Rx!Rsp 9 8 9 8 8 8 8 9 9 
' 
9 II 9 9 9 6.5 8 
91 a. (·)PATT 1 9 7 6 6 6 7 7 6 8 9 6 6 7 6 7 8 
92 a. (·)PATT 2 9 7 8 6 8 7 7 6 8 9 8 6 7 8 7 8 
93 a.J·)PATT 3 9 7 8 8 8 7 7 6 8 9 8 6 7 8 7 8 
9 4 I a. (-}PATT 4 9 7 8 8 6 7 7 8 8 9 8 8 7 8 7 8 
95 a.J·)PATT 5 9 7 e 8 8 7 7 8 8 I 9 8 e 7 8 7 8 
96 a. 1·)PATT 6 9 7 8 8 e 7 7 8 8 9 8 6 7 8 I 7 8 
97 a. (·)PATT 7 9 7 8 8 6 7 7 8 a 9 a 8 7 8 7 8 
98 a. (·)PATT 8 9 7 8 8 8 7 7 8 8 9 8 e 7 e 7 8 
99 a. (·)PATT (mn} 9 7 e 8 8 7 7 8 8 9 8 8 7 e 7 8 
100 a. (·)PATT (mn 2·81 9 7 8 8 8 I 7 7 I 8 e 9 8 8 7 8 7 8 
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Appendix 6 Critical Value Table 
R $ T u v w X y z AA AB AC AD AE AF AG AH 
1 01 SPORT--> A3 A3 A3 VB VB VB VB VB Soc Soc Soc Soc Soc Soc Soc THB 
102 Posl1\on--> l.B lN SpT Sv St Sp Bk Rc G oc CE a; C8 Wg Off BeD 
103 Category--> 
104 a. (-) (spd)(comp) 9 7 8 8 8 7 7 8 8 9 8 8 7 8 7 8 
105 b. (- )PA TT 1(dir) 9 7 8 8 8 7 7 8 8 9 8 8 8 8 7 7 
106 b. (-)PATT 2(d lr) 9 7 8 8 8 7 7 8 8 9 8 6 8 8 7 7 
107 b. (-)PATT 3(dlr) 9 7 8 6 8 7 7 6 8 9 8 8 8 8 7 7 
108 b. (-)PATT 4(dir) 9 7 6 8 6 7 7 6 8 9 8 8 6 8 7 7 
109 b. (- )PATT 5(dir) 9 7 8 6 8 7 7 8 8 9 8 8 
11 0 b. (-lPATT 6(dir) 9 7 8 8 8 7 7 8 8 9 8 8 8 8 7 7 
1 1 1 b. (-)PATT 7(dir) 9 7 8 8 8 7 7 8 8 9 8 8 8 8 7 7 
11 2 b. (-)PATT 8(dlr) 9 7 8 8 8 7 7 8 8 9 8 8 8 8 7 7 
113 b. (-)PATT (mn)(dir) 9 7 8 8 8 7 7 8 8 9 8 8 8 8 7 7 
11 4 b. (-L(mn 2-8)1dir) 9 7 8 8 8 7 7 8 8 9 6 8 8 8 7 7 
11 5 b. (-)_Jcomp)(dir) 9 7 8 8 8 7 7 8 8 9 8 8 8 8 7 7 
1 1 6 c. (-)RxH 9 9 8 7 8 7 8 9 9 9 9 I 8 8 9 7 9 
1 1 7 c. (-)RspH 8 7 8 8 7 8 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 8 
118 c. (-)MRspH 6 7 8 8 7 8 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 8 
119 c. (-!H(comp) 8.5 8 8 7.5 7. 5 7.5 7.5 8 ,5 8.5 8.5 8 . 5 8 8 8.5 7 I 8.5 
120 c. (-)RxF g 9 8 7 6 6 6 9 g 9 g 8 6 9 7 9 
1 21 c. (-)RspF 8 7 8 8 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 8 
1 22 c. (-)MRspF 8 7 8 8 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 8 
123 c. (-)F (camp) 8.5 8 8 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 8 ,5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8 8 8.5 7 8.5 
124 c. Rx plvs(comp) 8.5 8 8 7. 5 7.5 7.5 7.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8 8 8.5 7 8.5 
125 Rx!Rsp (comp) 9 8 9 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 I 9 q 0 
"" 
Q 
~8 l B "--=--1 2 6 9. Antlclp_.otion B 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 B I 7 . 2_ 
- - r-
127 1<-JB-Obl 1 mph 8 7 8 6 8 8 8 8 8 7 ~ 8 8 8 I 7 I 1 
128 1<-JB-Obl 1 mph 8 7 8 6 6 8 6 6 6 7 7 6 8 6 T 7 7 
1 29 -)B-Obj 1 mph 6 7 6 8 6 8 8 8 8 7 7 8 8 8 I 7 7 
130 -)B-Obj 5 mph 8 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 7 8 8 8 7 7 
131 -)B-Ob/ 5 mph 8 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 7 8 8 6 7 7 
132 -)B-Ob/ 5 mph 8 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 7 8 8 8 7 7 
133 -)B-Ob/ 10 mph 8 7 8 6 8 8 8 8 8 7 7 8 8 8 7 7 
134 1-)B-Obj 10 mph 8 7 8 8 8 8 8 6 8 7 7 8 8 8 7 7 
135 I·)B-Ob/ 10 mph 8 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 7 8 8 8 7 7 
136 -)B-Ob/ 20 mph 8 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 7 6 6 6 7 7 
137 -)B-Ob/ 20 mph 8 7 8 8 6 8 8 8 6 7 7 8 8 8 I 7 7 
138 1-)B-Obj 20 mph 8 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 7 8 8 8 7 7 
139 1-)B·Obi 30 mph 6 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 7 8 8 8 7 7 
140 1-lB-Obi 30 mph 8 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 7 8 8 8 7 7 
1 41 l:lB-Ob/ 30 mph 8 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 7 8 8 8 7 7 
142 (+1-)(E/Ll 8 7 6 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 7 8 6 6 7 7 
143 1+1-) EOL) 6 8 8 6 8 8 8 8 8 8 a 8 8 8 7 7 
144 I (+1-)0b!Sb (cmp) 8 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 I 8 7 7 8 8 8 7 7 







Appendix 6 Critical Value Table 
R s T u v w X y z AA AB AC AD AE AF AG AH 
1 51 SPORT··> A3 A3 A3 VB VB VB VB VB Soc Soc Soc Soc Soc Soc Soc TH8 
152 Position··> LB lN SpT Sv St Sp Bk Rc G oc 00 a; CB Wg Off BeD 
153 Categorv··> 
154 10. V/8 
155 +][\'B 1.1 8 8 8 8 9 8 8 9 9 8 8 8 9 9 8 8 
156 +][VB 11.1 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
157 +)[VB Ill.] 9 8 8 9 9 8 8 9 9 6 8 6 8 9 9 8 
158 I!+)[VB IV.] 9 8 9 9 9 9 9 10 8 8 a 9 8 8 7 9 
159 I!+)[VB v. l 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 7 
1 6 0 J(+)[VB Tot 1·5.1 
1 61 l+lf VB VI. 1 8 7 8 7 8 8 7 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
162 V!B(cmp) 
163 11. lmaaNi• 8 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 6 8 
164 ?)SOl-A 8 7 8 a 8 7 7 8 8 7 7 8 8 8 6 8 
165 I?)SOI-B 8 7 9 9 g 6 8 9 8 8 8 8 a 9 6 7 
166 /mag/VIs (cmp) 8 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 6 8 
167 
168 




































Appendix 6 Critical Value Table 
AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AO AR AS AT AU AV AW AX AY 
1 SPORT··> THB THB TH8 TH8 Shtg Shtg ShtQ Shtg Arch Arch Arch IH 1H IH IH FH 
2 Pos ition··> w Pv Shts G S-S S-P S-RGT S-R TJlt Fld C8 G c D w G 
3 Category·-> 
4 1. Vi!IUIJI Sen• 7 7 7 g 8 I! 8 g g g I! g 7 8 7 g 
5 ·]a. SVA {OU) 7 7 7 7 7 8 7 9 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 
6 +)b. CSt 6 8 8 8 8 6 6 8 9 9 9 9 8 8 8 9 
7 +)b. CS2 8 B 8 8 8 8 8 B 9 9 9 9 8 8 6 9 
8 +)b. CS3 8 B B 8 6 6 8 8 9 9 9 9 6 8 8 9 
9 (+)b. CS4 8 8 B 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 8 8 8 9 
1 0 +)b. CS5 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 8 8 8 9 
11 I+ )b. CS(tol) 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 8 8 8 9 
1 2 I+) b. CS (cmp) 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 6 8 8 9 
1 3 +) c. OVA 8 8 8 7 8 6 9 5 4 5 6 9 8 8 8 9 
1 4 (+) Vis Sans (cmp) 7 7 7 g 8 9 8 g g g 9 9 7 8 7 9 
1 5 2. Rf 6 6 6 6 8 I! B 9 8 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 
1 6 3. EM's(OM) 6 6 6 6 7 5 7 5 4 4 4 6 6 6 6 6 
1 7 'I+)Horz pt 6 6 6 7 7 5 7 4 4 5 4 7 7 7 7 7 
1 8 {+)Vert pt 5 6 6 7 7 5 7 4 4 4 4 7 7 7 7 7 
1 9 (+)Diag pt 6 6 7 7 8 7 8 4 4 5 4 8 7 7 8 8 
20 [{+)Oblique pt 7 7 8 8 8 6 8 4 4 6 4 8 8 8 8 8 
21 ! (+) Pst (cmp) . - . . - . - . - . . 
-
. 
22 ii+)Sd's 6 6 6 6 7 5 7 4 4 5 4 8 8 7 8 8 








24 I{+)KD 2 . - . •. . . - . . 
25 I<+)KD 3 - . . . . - - -







27 I ( +) Vis-Audkorr.p) . . . - . . - . . . - -
28 I!+)OM{comp) 6 6 6 6 7 5 7 5 4 4 4 6 6 6 6 6 
29 4. AIV 7 7 7 7 7 4 7 5 4 4 4 6 7 6 7 6 
30 at . (+)Dst Rk t 7 7 7 8 8 5 8 5 5 5 5 8 8 8 8 8 
31 a2. {+)Dst Rk 2 7 7 7 8 8 5 8 5 5 5 5 8 8 8 8 8 
32 I ( +)AIV Fclty(cmpJ 7 7 7 8 8 5 8 5 5 5 5 8 8 8 8 8 
33 bt . {+)Verg Rk 6 6 6 6 7 5 7 5 4 4 4 6 6 6 6 5 
34 ct . {+) 81 8k . - . . . - - . - . . -
35 c2. (+)81 Rae . - . . - . . - . . . - -
36 c3 . i+J80 Bk - . . - . . - . . -
37 c4. (+)80 Rae - - - . - - . - . 
38 c5. (+)8U Bk . . . - . . . -
39 c6 . (+)8U Rae 
-
-
. . . . 
-
. 
40 c7. (+)BD Bk - . . - . - - . 




42 c9. (+)Verg(cmp) 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 4 
43 d. (· }Fxdy 6 6 7 6 8 7 8 7 4 4 4 7 7 7 7 6 
44 It+) AV (comp) 7 7 7 7 7 4 7 5 4 4 4 6 7 6 7 6 
45 s. 3'/Tm 7 7 7 7 5 4 5 4 4 4 4 7 7 7 7 7 
46 I<·)AO t(240'} 7 8 8 7 7 5 7 5 6 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 
47 I<·)AO 2(t80') 7 8 8 7 7 5 7 5 6 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 
48 UJAO 3(t20') 7 8 8 7 7 5 7 5 6 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 
49 ll· )AO 4(60'} 7 8 B 7 7 5 7 5 6 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 
50 f.}AO temp} 7 8 8 7 7 5 7 5 6 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 
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Append ix 6 Critical Value Table 
A t AJ AK Al AM AN AO AP AQ AR AS AT 
-
AU AV AW AX AV 
51 ,!S POR:T ··> lfl9 Tl-18 lHB 11-IB! ShlCI 51111:11_ ~~~ l>:hlll_ Arcn Ar~ll An:ll 1-1 IH ... 1M frl 
52 I'Ci15fllon-->· w f"v Shts G S·S s.p S-Mi 6-R TQ1 Fld m G c jj w G 
53 c.r.l&aorv-~ 
54 ~ EJ'/1/B -~ J !I I! , {I 7 i • 
, I ~ 
' 
s· 8 g 
55 ll:f+l Q ~ ; ~ ; a 1 ~ 16 G n 9 g E 8 9 
56 a. t •)ES-.-A 1 ? 7 0 .s !I II :; ~ ~ t.i !i 1!1 8 8 8 
57 L ~;-} W I 7 1 7 ~ 8 5 e l!l Pj 5 5 8 
'"' 
IS 8 8 
58 L l+} l"S !l e 6 !I g II II 1l '(j G !! 6 g 
" 
e 9 9 
59 •. r ~1 w n e e e 'II ~ s ~ 'Ei 6 ! 8 11 Ill (I 9 9 
60 a. Efrf{M"fl' , 9 i 9 -, II 7 IJ 8 6- 6 9 II 8 8 9 
61 Sol ,A.lln I! 6 II ~ 7 6 7 !> B 6 ... e II a 8 8 
62 b.loiES C !U Sl tl a 'II 7 g 7 g- ~ a ii ~ ! 9 8 9 
6 3 II. r +IE'S P 161 1 e 7 7 ll G ll 5 & a II -1! g !I 9 e 
64 b. l+lES SA IBl 9 8 .. II 7 11 7 !I II a 8 tl D 9 il ~ 
I 6 5 b. l+lES SA Ill 7 e 1 7 8 6' a s 5 II e e 
' 
e '9 a 
·66 b. (+)ES SAfcmol 8 8 1'1 8 1 s 7 II 5 a 6 e ~ I! ll e 
61 E/B 
68 c. (+)W Sal 6 8 8 9 8 7 8 7 7 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 
69 E/HIB (omp) 9 9 9 9 7 8 7 9 6 6 6 9 9 8 8 9 
70 7. Cen Pep 8 7 s 9 g 9 9 9 9 8 g 9 8 8 8 g 
71 II+) Tach 1 8 7 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 8 9 9 8 8 8 9 
72 +)Tach 2 8 7 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 8 9 9 8 8 8 9 
73 +)Tach 3 6 7 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 8 9 9 8 8 8 I 9 
74 l<+l Tach 4 8 I 7 9 9 9 9 I 9 9 9 8 9 9 8 8 8 9 
75 I t+) Tach 5 8 7 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 8 9 9 8 8 8 9 
76 II+' Tach 6 8 7 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 8 9 9 8 8 8 9 
77 lr+l Tach 7 I 8 7 '9 g 9 ·9 9 g ·II I! 9 '9 19 ,a; e Sl 
713 l•+l Tach 8 e 7 9 g, 9 !I !I 9 g a $ ~ 8 8 B li 
7' 9 l•l Tacll 8 B 1 g g II 9 g I! g II 9 ~ 8 !! 0 II 
90 k.l.~cl'l 10 ~ 7 _g II II g 9 ~ '9 6 Iii !l I!" B 8 •!II 
8 1 If• I Tam 11 f 7 9 9 g ; ~ 'II II ! 'IJ II ~ 0 I 8 II 
8 2 I• ~ ] TOM:h 12. e 7 9 9 !I 0 G 9 9 B !I• g e I! .a g 
8 3 11 ~1 Ti!ch tS dlgl . . - . - . . - . - -
84 lr .. l Taen <r. 041 - - . . - . . - . - - . . 
S 5 ,H T•el'l (7 dial - - - - - - . . -
I BG I t~ ) T BCil' !!51 I)S'71 - . - ·- - - . - . . . -









as 1+1 T~~h ttll1 l e 7 1) s g II !I ·; II e ·; II e I! a Iii 
89· t+J QmF~ I~J 6 7 9 ~ ; g 9 !I :9 B :!'l g ! B 11 9 
90 tr. R11IR•p s B r1 I ~ II .~ 4 i 7 ll' {;• s B B {i 
91 ~ . HPAn 1 B e 7 7 g d. II -1. 4 !S fi B II .a II 8 
' 92 .a; , H PA'II 2 8 s 1 7 'II ~ Sl 4 ~ 5 5 3 B ! 8 e 
9 3- 11.. {-IPI'TT 3 B B '1 7 ~- ~ 0 II a 8 3 
9 4 I L I·IPA'IT .t e ll 7 7 9 ~ !l 4 'I ~ -1 e li .a It a 
95 a. (-)PATT 5 II e 7 7' II 4 i 4 ~ ! 5 ~ ~ ,s e I 
9 :6 ,._ {-)PAil G II a 7 7 9 • $1 4 4 !I 5 a e 8 ij e I 
9 7 11 (-)PAT1 7 e 8 1 7 9 • 9 .. .: 5 !!> e _,a, e II a> 
9 S ~ ~ -\PA:TT B Ill e 7 
' 
~9 4 ~· 4 -4- li •s. __!:. 6 a e a 
9 9 a. 1-)PATT !rnnl !I ·B 1 1 !I! .. g 4 .. 5 5 a I! \9. ! B 
1 00 a. l-IPATT !mn 2-8! 8 8 7 7 9 4 9 4 4 5 5 8 8 8 8 B I 
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Appendix 6 Critical Value Table 
AI AJ AK AL AM AN AO AP AO AR AS A'T AU AV AW AX ~ 
1 01 SPORT--> THB TH6 TH6 TH6 Shtg Shtg Shtg Shtg Arch Arch Arch iH IH iH IH R-1 
10:2 Position--> w ?v Shts G S-S S-P S-RGT S-R Tgt Ad C8 G c D w G 
103 Category--> 
10!S a. (-I (spd)(comp) 8 8 7 7 9 4 9 4 4 5 5 8 8 8 8 8 
1 0 li b. (-)PATT 1(dir) 7 8 7 8 g 4 g 4 4 5 5 8 9 B 9 8 
1oa b. (-)PATT 2(dir) 7 8 7 8 9 4 9 4 4 5 5 8 9 8 9 8 
107 b. (-)PATT 3(dir) 7 8 7 B 9 4 9 4 4 5 5 8 9 8 9 8 
1oa b. (-)PATT 4(d ir) 7 8 7 8 9 4 9 4 4 5 5 6 9 8 9 8 
10!\l b. i-)PATT 5(dir) 7 8 7 6 9 4 9 4 4 5 5 6 9 6 9 6 
11 0 b. (-)PATT 6(dlr) 7 8 7 8 9 4 9 4 4 5 5 8 9 8 9 8 
1 1 1 b. (-)PATT 7(dir) 7 8 7 8 9 4 9 4 4 5 5 8 9 8 9 8 
112 b. (-)PATT 8[dir)_ 7 8 7 8 9 4 9 4 4 5 5 8 9 8 9 8 
11 ~ b. (-)PATT (mn)(dir) 7 8 7 8 9 4 9 4 4 5 5 8 9 8 9 8 
1 1 4 b. (-) {mn 2-S)(dir) 7 8 7 8 9 4 9 4 4 5 5 8 9 8 9 8 
11 s, b. (-) (comp)(dir) 7 8 7 8 9 4 9 4 4 5 5 8 9 8 9 8 
nel c. (-)RxH 8 7 7 9 9 4 9 4 4 5 5 9 8 9 9 9 
11 ~ c. (-)RspH 7 7 7 8 8 4 8 4 4 5 5 8 8 8 8 8 
na c. (-)MRspH 7 7 7 8 8 4 a 4 4 5 5 8 8 8 8 8 
11 9[ c. (-)H (comp) 7.5 7 7 8.5 8.5 4 8 . 5 4 4 5 5 8.5 8 8 . 5 8.5 8.5 
120 c. (-)RxF a 7 7 9 9 4 9 4 4 5 5 9 8 9 9 9 
1 21 c. (-)RspF 7 7 7 8 a 4 8 4 4 5 5 8 8 8 8 8 
122 c. [-)MRspF 7 7 7 a a 4 8 4 4 5 5 8 B a B a 
1 23, c. (-IF (comp) 7.5 7 7 8.5 8.5 4 8 .5 4 4 5 5 8.5 8 8.5 8.5 8.5 
124 c. Rxplus(comp) 7.5 7 7 8.5 8.5 4 8.5 4 4 5 5 8.5 8 8.5 8.5 8 .5 
125 1 Rx!Rs{:!_ (comp) B 8 8 9 9 8 9 4 6 7 6 9 8 8 8 9 
126 ·~- Anticipation 7 8 7 9 8 6 8 5 5 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 
127 11-)B-Obj 1 mph 7 8 7 9 8 6 8 5 5 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 
128 ll::J B-Ob/ 1 mph 7 8 7 9 B 6 8 5 5 6 6 B 8 6 8 8 
1 2 9 111-)6-0b/ 1 mph 7 8 7 9 8 6 B 5 5 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 
130 f( -)B-Obl 5 mph 7 8 7 9 8 6 8 5 5 6 6 a 8 8 8 8 
1 31 (-)B-Obj 5 mph 7 8 7 I 9 8 6 a 5 5 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 
132 ' -)B-Ob/ 5 mph 7 8 7 9 a 6 a 5 5 6 6 a 8 8 8 8 
133 -)6-0bj 10 m_ph 7 a 7 9 8 6 8 5 5 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 
134 -)8-0bj 10 mph 7 B 7 9 8 6 a 5 5 6 6 8 8 a 8 8 
1 3 Siii -)6-0bj 10 mph 7 8 7 9 8 6 8 5 5 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 
136 lit-)B-Obi 20 mph 7 8 7 9 8 6 8 5 5 6 6 8 8 a 8 8 
137 [OB-Obi 20 mph 7 8 7 9 a 6 8 5 5 6 6 8 8 8 8 a 
138 11-)6-0bi 20 mph 7 8 7 9 8 6 8 5 5 6 6 B 8 8 8 8 
139 11-)6-0bl 30 mph 7 8 7 9 8 6 8 5 5 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 
140 11-)6-0bl 30 mph 7 8 7 9 8 6 8 5 5 6 6 a 8 8 8 8 
1 41 f(-) B-Obl 30 mph 7 8 7 9 8 6 8 5 5 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 
142 l i +i-)(E/L) 7 8 7 9 8 6 8 5 5 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 
143 i{+i·) EOL) 7 8 8 8 9 6 9 6 6 7 7 9 9 7 9 9 
144 I t+I-)Ob/Sb (cmp) 7 8 7 9 8 6 8 5 5 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 







Appendix 6 Critical Value Table 
AI A.J AK AL AM AN' AO· AP AO AR AS AT AU AV AW AX AY 
151 sPom- THB 00 "1'H3 11-lfl Sl!lc .sg,g Sl'llg Sh iQ1 A.r.c ll ANttl Arc:J, Ii-I 1-1 1H Ii-I FH 
1 5 2 pg&JI~Dn•·"" w Pv sn~• a 9-S s.-P S.EIGT S· R TIJI fld C8 G c 0 I w a 
153 Oa tet"~~-·~ 
15 4 HJ'. Pltfl 
155 {+).IYB 1.1 9 ! 8 a II 9 g 11 9 ; Q II II e I !I 
156 I+UVB 11.1 7 1 7 7 7 8 1 1 7 7 7 ! 7 7 7 e 
1 5 7 ltliV8 Hi.l 8 0 l! g 11 !:1 e B a 0 ~ m ; g 11 11 ~
15 8 ·~ ~li"!i'8 IV .! II 8 Iii 8 a & II 5 7 II I! ~ II ~ il• II 
15 9 1*.WIB IJ. I 7 7 .., 7 7 ! 7 l'i 6 ., 1 7 7 7 1 7 
16 '0 •·I!VS Tar 1-5.1 
1 61 I!+II VB VI.] 7' ? ~ 7 8 II 9 7 II• 7 a !! 7 7 7 e 
162 llll!lfCmlli 




I 0 HI HI ' .0 
' 
7 7 7 l! 
164 I!7)SOI-A B 7 ~ ; . 10 9 1 0 !I g, Iii Sl e 7 I 1 Q 
165 lmso1-s II 8 g. 7 B 10 (l 10 10 nJ ' D 7 e 7 e D 








1 7 4 
175 
'\17 6 
1 7 7 









I, 8 7 1 t 











1 9 9 
200 
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Append ix 6 Critical Value Table 
AZ BA BB BC BD BE BF BG BH 81 BJ BK BL BM BN 80 BP 
1 SPORT--> FH Tn Tn TT TT Gil SB/(sp) SB/(sp) SB/(sp) SB/(sp) SBI(sp) SB/(sp) SB/(sp) SBI(Fp) S8/(Fp) S8/(Fp) 
2 Position--> Oiher S's Db's S's Db's IF (F p c H oc 11"1 IF a= p 
3 Category--> 
4 1. VitJUIII Sen• 7 8 8 8 8 7 8 8 7 7 7 7 7 8 9 8 
5 II-) a. SVA (OU) 7 7 7 6 6 7 7 7 6 7 6 6 7 I 7 8 7 
6 II+Jb. est 8 8 8 8 8 9 7 8 7 8 7 6 8 8 9 8 
7 l(+)b. CS2 8 8 8 8 8 9 7 B 7 8 7 6 e 8 9 8 
8 lt+)b. CS3 8 6 8 8 8 9 7 8 7 8 7 6 6 8 g 8 
9 ll+)b. CS4 8 8 B 8 6 9 7 8 7 8 7 6 8 8 g 8 
1 0 lt+)b. CS5 8 8 8 B 8 9 7 8 7 8 7 6 B 8 9 8 
1 1 l l+)b. CS(tot) 8 8 8 8 8 9 7 8 7 8 7 6 8 8 9 8 
1 2 li+) b. CS (cmp) 8 8 8 8 8 9 7 8 7 8 7 6 8 8 9 B 
1 3 I(+) c. DVA B B 8 8 8 6 8 8 7 8 7 4 7 8 B 8 
14 I r .. ; Vis Sens (cmp) 7 8 8 8 8 7 8 8 7 7 7 7 7 8 9 8 
1 5 2. Rf 7 7 7 7 7 8 7 8 6 7 7 6 7 7 8 7 
1 6 3. EM's(OM) 6 7 7 7 7 4 6 6 6 6 5 6 6 6 6 6 
1 7 lt+)Horz pl 7 7 7 7 7 4 6 6 6 7 6 6 7 7 6 7 
1 8 I(+)Ven pt 7 I 7 7 7 7 4 6 6 6 8 7 5 6 7 6 7 
1 9 
1
(+)Diag pt 8 8 8 8 8 5 7 8 7 7 7 6 6 7 7 7 
20 lt+)Oblioue pt 8 9 9 9 9 5 8 8 8 6 9 6 7 7 B 7 
21 IH Psi (cmp) - . . - ~ - - . . 
22 ~~d's 8 6 8 9 9 6 7 7 7 7 6 5 7 6 5 6 
23 it+JKD t . . - - - . . . - -
24 L(+)KD 2 - . - - - -
25 II+)KD 3 - . - . . . - -_ __:__ ~- ~ ___:___ _ ____:__ ~ 
26 lt+)KD{tot) . - - . . ~ . . - . 
27 I(+) Vis-Aud(comp) - . . - . - - - - - -
28 I (+)OM (romp) 6 7 I 7 7 7 4 6 6 6 6 5 6 6 6 6 6 
29 4. AN 6 7 7 6 6 fl 8 8 7 8 7 6 6 7 7 7 
30 at. {+)Dst Rk t 8 8 8 8 8 7 8 7 8 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 
31 a2. (+)Dst Rk 2 B 8 8 8 8 7 8 7 8 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 
32 I (+)AIV Fclty(cmp) 8 8 8 8 8 7 8 7 8 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 
33 bt. (+)Verg Rk 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
34 ct . {+) 81 Bk 
-




35 c2. (+)81 Rec . I - . . . 
-
. . . 
-
36 c3. (+)80 8k . - - . . - . . - - . . . 
37 c4. { + )BO Rae . . . . . . - . . -
38 c5. (+)BU Bk - . - . - I - -
39 c6. (+)BU Rae - - - . . - . . 
40 c7. (+)8D Bk . - I - . - - . -
41 cB. {+)8D Rae - . - . - . 
42 c9. (+)Verg(cmp) 4 5 5 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 
43 d. (-)Fxdv 6 6 6 5 5 9 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 5 5 5 
44 (+) AV (comp) 6 7 7 6 6 9 8 8 7 8 7 6 6 7 7 7 
45 5. 3'fTm 7 7 7 6 6 8 8 9 7 8 7 7 7 8 9 8 
46 -)AO t (240') 8 8 8 7 7 9 8 8 9 8 9 7 7 8 8 8 
47 - )AO 2{t80') 8 6 8 7 7 9 8 8 9 8 9 7 7 8 8 8 
48 I {-)AO 3(t20') 8 8 8 7 7 9 8 8 9 8 9 7 7 8 8 8 
49 li-)AO 4(60') 8 8 8 7 7 9 8 8 9 8 9 7 7 8 8 8 
50 I (-)AD (cmp} 8 8 8 7 7 9 8 8 9 8 9 7 7 8 8 8 
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Appendix 6 Critical Value Table 
AZ BA BB BC BD BE BF BG BH 81 BJ BK BL BM BN 80 BP 
51 SPORT··> FH Tn Tn TT TT Glf SB/(Sp) SB/{§pJ SBI'(SJl) SB/(_S_p) SBI (Spj SB/(Sp) SB/(Sp) SB!(Fp) SBI(Fp) SBI(Fp) 
52 Pos ition--> Other S's Db's S's Db's - IF CF p c H oc R1 IF CF p 
53 Category--> 
54 6. EIH/8 8 8 8 9 9 7 9 8 8 7 8 7 7 9 8 8 
55 E/ H 8 8 8 9 9 7 9 8 8 7 8 7 7 9 8 8 
56 a. (+}ES·A 8 8 8 8 8 5 7 1 8 7 7 5 8 7 7 7 
57 a. (+} WI B 8 8 8 8 5 7 7 8 7 7 5 8 7 7 1 
58 a. (+)ES B 9 9 9 9 9 7 8 B 9 B 8 6 8 8 8 8 
59 a._t+l W II 9 9 9 9 9 7 8 8 9 8 8 6 8 8 8 8 
60 a. EIH(cmp) 8 8 8 9 9 7 9 8 8 7 8 7 7 9 8 8 
6"1 Spt Attn 8 9 9 8 8 4 9 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 8 8 
62 b. (+)ESC (L) 8 8 8 9 9 7 8 8 9 7 9 9 9 8 7 9 
63 b. (+)ES P (8) 9 8 8 7 8 4 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 7 8 
64 b. (+lES SA (B) 8 8 8 9 9 7 8 8 9 7 9 9 9 8 7 9 
65 b. (+)ES SA (l) 9 8 8 7 8 4 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 7 8 
66 b. (+)ES SA(cmp) 8 9 9 8 8 4 9 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 8 8 
67 EI B 
68 c. (+)W Bal 9 9 9 7 7 8 8 8 B 8 9 6 9 8 8 8 
69 E!HIB (omp) 8 8 8 9 9 7 9 8 8 7 8 7 7 9 8 8 
70 7. Cell Pep 8 9 9 9 9 8 (I 9 9 9 10 8 10 9 fl 8 
71 +)Tach 1 8 9 9 9 9 8 9 9 9 9 10 8 10 9 9 8 
72 +)Tach 2 8 9 9 9 9 8 9 9 9 9 10 8 10 9 9 8 
73 ... ) Tach 3 8 9 9 9 9 B 9 9 9 9 10 B 10 9 9 8 
74 ... ) Tach 4 8 9 9 9 9 B 9 9 9 9 10 B 10 9 9 8 
75 I+) Tach 5 B 9 9 9 9 8 9 9 9 9 t 0 8 10 9 9 8 
76 +)Tach 6 B 9 9 9 9 8 9 9 9 9 10 8 10 9 9 8 
77 1.,.) Tach 7 8 9 9 9 9 B 9 9 9 9 10 8 10 9 9 8 
78 I+) Tach 8 8 9 9 9 9 8 9 9 9 9 10 8 10 9 9 8 
79 •I+) Tach 9 8 9 9 9 9 8 9 9 9 9 10 8 10 9 9 8 
80 I+) Tach 10 8 9 9 9 9 8 9 9 9 9 10 B 10 9 9 8 
81 II+) Tach 11 8 9 9 9 9 8 9 9 9 9 1 0 8 10 9 9 8 
82 I(+) Tach 12 8 9 9 9 9 8 9 9 9 9 10 8 10 9 9 B 
83 I(+) Tach (5 dig)_ - - - . . . . . . - - - . 








85 [(+) Tach (7 digl . - . . - - . -
86 i(+) Tach (1st 567) . - . - . - . - - -
87 II+) T ach (last 567) . - . - - - . . . . -
88 I ( +} Tach (tot) 8 9 9 9 9 8 9 9 9 9 10 8 10 9 9 8 
89 I(+) Cen Pep (cmp) 8 9 9 g g 8 9 9 g 9 10 8 10 9 9 8 
90 8. Rx/Rsp 8 9 9 1 0 10 6 9 9 8 9 9 7 7 9 9 7 
91 a. (· )PATT 1 8 7 8 6 7 4 7 7 B 7 8 7 7 7 7 8 
92 a. (-)PATT 2 B 7 B 6 7 4 7 7 8 7 8 7 7 7 7 8 
93 a. (-}PATT 3 8 7 8 6 7 4 7 7 8 7 B 7 7 7 1 B 
94 a. (·}PATT 4 8 1 B 6 1 4 1 1 8 7 8 1 7 1 1 8 
95 a. (-)PATT 5 8 1 B 6 7 4 7 1 8 7 B 1 7 7 1 8 
96 a. C·lPATT 6 B 7 B 6 7 4 7 7 8 1 8 1 7 1 1 8 
97 a. (-)PATT 7 8 7 8 6 1 4 1 7 8 1 8 7 7 7 1 8 
98 a. (-)PATT 8 8 1 8 6 7 4 7 7 8 7 8 1 7 7 1 8 
99 a. (· )PATT (mn) 8 7 8 6 1 4 7 7 8 1 8 7 1 7 1 8 
100 a. (·}PATT (mn 2·8) 8 7 8 6 7 4 1 7 8 1 8 7 7 7 7 8 
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Appendix 6 Critical Value Table 
AZ BA 88 BC BD BE BF BG BH Bl BJ BK BL BM BN 80 BP 
101 SPORT--> Fti Tn Tn TT TT Glf SB/(Sfll SBILSpl SBIJSp) SB/(Spl SB/{Sp) SB/ISp) SB/(Sp) SB/(Fp) SB/(Fp) S!l1fpj 
10 2 Position -·> Other S's Db's S's Db' . IF a= p c H oc ffl IF a= p 
10 3 Category--> 
10 ~ a. (-) (spd)(comp) 8 7 8 6 7 4 7 7 8 7 8 7 7 7 7 8 
10 15 b. (-)PATT 1(d ir) 9 7 6 6 7 4 6 8 6 7 6 8 8 8 8 8 
10 6 b. (·)PATT 2(dir) 9 7 8 6 7 4 6 6 6 7 8 8 8 8 6 6 
10 7 b. 1-JPATT 3(dir) 9 7 a 6 7 4 6 J 8 a 7 6 a 6 a 8 8 
10 i b. 1-)PATT 4(d ir) 9 7 6 6 7 4 8 8 8 7 8 8 8 I 8 8 a 
10 9. b.J-)PATT 5(dir) 9 7 8 6 7 4 8 8 8 7 8 8 a I a a 6 
11 0 b. (-)PATT 6(d lr) 9 7 8 6 7 4 8 8 6 7 a 8 8 8 8 8 
1 1 1 b. _(-)PA TT 7(dir) 9 7 8 6 7 4 8 8 8 7 8 a 8 8 8 8 
11 2 b.J-JPATT S(dir) 9 7 8 6 7 4 8 8 a 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 
11 3 b. (-)PATT {mn)(dir) 9 7 a 6 7 4 8 8 8 7 8 8 8 a 8 8 
11 4 b. (-) (mn 2·8){d irl._ 9 7 8 6 7 4 8 8 8 7 I' 8 8 8 8 8 8 
11 $ , b. (-) (comp)(dlrj_ 9 7 8 6 7 4 8 8 8 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 
11 6 c. 1-)RxH 9 9 9 10 10 I 4 9 9 9 7 8 6 9 9 9 9 
111. c. (-)RspH 8 8 8 9 9 5 8 g 8 8 9 6 9 8 9 8 
11..6 c.{:lMR§pH 8 a 8 9 9 5 a 9 8 8 9 8 9 8 9 8 
119 c. (-)H (comp) 8.5 8.5 8.5 9.5 9.5 I 4.5 8 .5 9 8.5 7.5 8.5 6 9._ 8 .5 _9 _ r---!·5_ 
120 c. (-}RxF 9 9 9 10 10 4 9 9 9 7 a G 0 'il g 1l_ 
1 211 c._(-}RspF 8 a a 9 9 5 8 9 8 8 9 6 I 9 8 9 8 
12_i c. (-)MRspF 8 8 8 9 9 5 8 I 9 8 8 9 6 9 8 9 8 
1231 c. (-JF (comp) 8.5 8.5 8 . 5 9.5 9.5 4 .5 8.5 9 8.5 7.5 8.5 6 9 8 .5 9 8.5 
1 24! c. Rx p/us(comp) 8.5 8.5 8.5 9.5 9 .5 4.5 8.5 9 8.5 7.5 8.5 6 9 8.5 9 8.5 
1 2 5l Rx/Rsp (comp) 8 9 9 10 10 6 9 9 8 9 9 7 7 9 9 7 
126 9. Antlcipstlon 8 8 8 9 9 4 8 9 8 7 9 7 7 8 8 8 
127 11-JB-Ob) 1 mph 8 8 8 9 9 4 8 9 8 7 9 7 7 8 8 8 
128 -)B-Obj 1 mph 8 a 8 9 9 4 a 9 a. 7 9 7 7 8 8 a 
129 ~ -JB-Obl 1 mph 8 8 8 9 9 4 8 9 8 7 9 7 7 8 a a 
130 -]B-Ob] 5 mph 8 8 8 9 g 4 8 9 8 7 9 7 7 a 8 8 
131 -)B-Ob) 5 mph 8 8 8 9 9 4 8 9 a 7 9 7 7 8 8 8 
132 1<-JB-Obj 5 mph 8 8 8 I 9 9 4 8 9 8 7 9 7 7 8 8 8 
133 1<-JB-Obj 10 mph 8 8 8 9 9 4 8 9 8 7 9 7 7 8 8 8 
134 11-JB-Obj 10 mph 8 8 8 9 9 4 8 I 9 8 7 I 9 7 7 8 8 8 
135 (-)8-0bj 10 mph 8 8 I 8 9 9 4 8 9 8 7 9 7 7 8 8 8 
136 i(-)8-0bj 20 mph 8 8 8 9 9 4 8 9 8 7 9 7 7 a 8 8 
137 i(-)8-0bj 20 mp_h 8 8 8 9 9 4 a 9 8 7 9 7 7 8 8 8 
138 1(-)B-Obj 20 mph 8 8 8 9 9 4 8 9 8 7 9 7 7 a 8 8 
139 -}B-Ob" 30 mph 8 8 I 8 9 9 4 a 9 8 7 9 7 7 8 8 8 
140 -}8-0bj 30 mph 8 8 a 9 9 4 8 9 8 7 9 7 7 8 8 8 
141 -}B-Ob) 30 mph a a 8 9 9 4 8 9 8 7 9 7 7 8 8 8 
142 11+1-J(E!LJ 8 8 8 9 9 4 8 9 8 7 9 7 7 8 8 8 
143 11+1·) EOLJ 9 9 9 10 10 6 9 9 9 8 10 8 7 9 9 9 
144 I (+1-)0biSb (cmp) 8 8 8 9 9 4 8 9 8 7 9 7 7 8 8 8 







Appendix 6 Critical Value Table 
AZ BA BB BC BD IBE BF BG BH er BJ B,K Bt. BM BN BO BP 
1 51 SPORT-> fi.l Tn Tn TT TT Gil S!B._!{S.pl Se[(SPI sefi'Sol SBfjSpJ SIJif.Sp} S:tlJ{SPl SSI(SPI S8lj Fp} S!li[I'Q] si!l!~m l 
152 P>DII!JOJI• .,. O!h a! lr~ Ob'l S,\f: ~ - If' CF p c H B: ~ IF (F 
" 153 C;~~l ,&col"''-> 
154 10, YIB 
155 • )[VB r.J II 9 a II a !l• B II 'B 6 9 B ~ B B e 
156 1.,}[\'8 11. 1 7 ll 8 7 7 e 1 7 7 7 ! (!, 7 7 7 7 
157 f•M~ UJ.l ~ ll 9 ..!_~ 10 9 ; ! s 9 !I e !I 9 e II 
~58 ' l c~lrvB IY.I ~ 11 g II 1l .,__ B 5I 8 7 II 7 g a a g, 
159 lt•llli'B V. l 7 7 7 7 7 7' 7 7 7 7 1 8 7 7 7 7 
1 60 hl!VEl 1ot HI.J_ r-
1 s il I+IJ \I'll VI ] 7 !I B "1 7 II 7 1 B 7 7 7 J_ _____']__ 7 r---'-- 1 
162 VtB(tmp} 
163 f1. lm•~IVf• 7 I 11 ~ ,f! JO r -8 8 s 7 , '~ 7 /J 8 
164 11'/')SOj·A l ~ ~ B 7 1 10 7 '& II I 8 ; !I 7 ! a 
165 1p]SOI-B g e !I 8 8 II II g ~0 ; 9 9 g il II g 
166 tma.g!VI$ l~mP) 7 q (! 8 II ro 
' 
8 8 e 
' 













































Appendix 6 Critical Value Table 
BQ BR BS BT BU BV B:W BX BY , BZ CA CB cc I co CE CF CG 
1 S?Om-o. SBi{!iDI Sill~ Fp) 5!il(l'pl B.l:l!ffpJ SIIS.t.J StlSid SJ!iSii"J Sr.skl S~kr Surl ~ I 
2 P'oll llgn--,.. c H 9: ~ o\f!} Slm ·GSim 01 t+CC 
3 Ci1UI<gll l"}'•·~ 
4 1,. lli•u•r s.n. ., r 1 1 s s a a , 
' 
s 
5 1-J A, SVA (OU) 7 6 6 1 7 i 7 e. s 7 1 
6 r.~t~. cs-1 B li II ll II !I 9 Gl ~ 9 g 
7 1..-11). CS2 6 e e ! s 9 ; II II g 11 
8 l+lb. Cs.l li ~ 6 a ~ ~ i II e ; 0 
9 +)b. CS4 B t 8 Ei II ~ 9 ~ 9 
' 
·g g I 
10 i +lb. CS5 ll a fi 6 9 II g !I a II •9 
1 1 lf+.lb. CS(totl ~ ~ ~ ·B ~ ~ 9 tl e !I !l 
1'2 'I+) b. CSJcmp) II B 6 .e ~ 11 II• il & fl G 
13 1 +)_ c. OVA 9 :Br • 1 B II B e a II 6 
1 4 ~.!) Vis Sens (cmfJ} ; 7 1 7 e· f a II a 8 !I 
15 2. Rf ,j 1 7 7 ,.. ., 7 '1' ,f .. • 
1 6 3. EM's(OM) 1/ s • f' 
' 
$ 
' ' " 
I • 
1 7 I(+)Horz pt 7 ?' 7 7 II IS II 7 
" 
6 0 
18 1 I(+)Vart pt a B 
' 
li· B 6 6 .., 4 6 s 
1 9 ll+)Diag pt 7 '1 0 8 7 7 7 II .. fi li 
20 I (+)Oblique pt 11l 6 !' 7 7 7 7 !l .c 7 7 
21 I (+) Psr (cmp) . - - . - . . . 
' 
22 I(+)Sd's 7 Cl I; 7 s 6 ,B i!l • .. 
_, 
23 I (+}KD 1 - . . . . . . . . . 
24 I(+)KD 2 . - . . . 
2S it+JKD 3 . . . . . 
26 +)KDitot l - - - - . - - -
21 {~) _ v~...;..lld(ctlmp) . . . . -
28 'r•JOO fr;cmpJ 6 5 • li & ,IJ 6 6 ·4 ! 4 
29 I 4. AIV s 7 6 
' 
7 7 7 7' .., 6 7 
30 -~- h)tla.! Ft ll 1 e 7 7 7 B a e B 7 G 6 
31 a2:. {o)O!rt l\lt 2 ! 7 1 1 ,fl' !I B 6 7 6 e 
32 ' (+-JAN fclty(t:fl'ip) ,ll ; 1 7 II tl ~ (J 7 li B 
33 o1. ~~l\o\&fll m ·!! li: G G G & G (I G .c D 
34 ~,. !•l a ,1 ac)( - . - - - . . . . 
35 c2.. ~·~Ell R•~ . . - - . -
3 6 ,·c3. ~·)50_B.k: . . - . - . - - -
37 1:4.jtl_ll0 ~C" - . . . . . - -
3 a 1 es, [~IBUSl\ - - . . . . . . . 
39 di !•lBU R•c: . - . . - . . -
4 •0 ,1c7, l•iaO li-11 . - - - - . . 





42 ~ (+)1/e,rg(t:mp) 
" 
~ ~ 4 /!! 6 5 15' s ~ 6 
I 
43. o, HF~d~ ~ 5 5 5 G G II 6 U· 8 II 
44 ' r-~J..-11(~} 6 1 6 B ., 'l 7 7' ~ $ 1 
45 s. ~trm 8 7 7 1' 7 7 T 7 s 
' 
s 
46 ·JAO 1(?4-0~ !l 
' 
1! 1' ~ il e ! 7' 1 ll 
47 IHAO 2.[180'1 il 7 e 7 5 a B 6 7 7 II 
48 r·JAO 3(1~' ) 8 7 a 7 ~ a II -8 ... 7 s I 
49 1 I ~·IAO 411>il'l Ill 7 e 1 e !!• e 8 7 7 G 
50 (-JAO (cmJJ} 8 
' 
8 7 8 8 8 B 7 7 6 
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Appendix 6 Critical Value Table 
BO SR es BT BU BV ew B X , BY BZ CA CB cc CD CE CF CG 
51 SPORT~ SS/{Fp) SBJ[FI)] S8JlF'p] S81(FpJ SfiSt! sns111 >;I'Gid S!iSkl SI\Sid surr B!a I I 
52 Pos~ron··> c ... EC R1 Arll SQ!l GS!m IJ-f r+cC 
63· C ·O.I._QOr)'_- .. 
54 ' 6. EIHffl i 
' 
7 i p fl I! i 7 IJ T 
55 ~It ; B 1 e Q II 'II g 7 e 7 
56 iL I•IES·A 7 1 5 1!1 '1 I! II ~ 7 , IS 
57 ii.J•)WI 7 7 !li a. 1 II e B 7 7 5 
5 8 a.hlES B j) B 8 e a. e 11 g 7 8 5 
59 a. t+J. W II ~ 8 6 s a 11 II 9 7 II :; 
60 a. EJH(cmp) 9 8 7 II 9 ~ 9 ~ 7 8 7 
s 1 Spt Attn 10 7 9 ~ 8 g rl i 7 11 II 
62 b . L+)ES c (L) ~ 9 9 1J 8 :II g 0 7 7 e 
63 b. (+)ES P (B) g 7 I e B 9 il g 1 e 6 
64 b. (+)ES SA (B) 9 9 .w ia e ·!I gj 9 7 7 a 
65 b. i±}_ES SA (L) a 7 8 fl 6 II II 9 7 3 .s 
66 b. (+!ES SA(cmp) tO 7' ~' !l 6 
"' 
~ IIi' 7 ~ tl 
67 EIB 
68 c. (+)W Sal e 9 6 9 Sl ~ g !II !!I 9 ,. 
69 EIH/8 (omp) !} 8 7 8 9 (/ 9 9 ., t! 7 
70 7. Cen Pep Q 1 0 8 1 0 8 a 8 ' ,. 1 II I 
71 I f+) Tach 1 8 10 8 10 6 ! ll ~ 1 ,e II I 
72 I f+) Tach 2 e 10 8 10 a II .e ! 1 a !I 
73 I I + ~ Tach 3 !t 10 8 10 a !II ,g 8 7 I !I ,(j 
7 4 li+l Tach 4 II· 10 8 10 a I a e. 7 e 6 
7 5 I(+) Tach 5 g 10 8 10 a 8 B D ., B e 
1 6 lf+)Tach6 !ll 10 8 10 e !I 8 II 1 I! ·B I 
77 I f+) Tach 7 'If 10 8 I 10 a 1!1 6 I! 7 8 II I 
7 8 I(+) Tach 8 .Q 10 8 10 8 B II II 1 e a 
7 9 ±1 Tach 9 il 10 8 10 e !!J e ~ 7 II e 
80 +)Tach 10 g. 10 8 10 s I 8 ., B 7 5 e 
8 1 +)Tach 11 g 10 8 10 !i e 6 e 7 !! II· 
8 2 (+) Tach 12 'II 10 8 10 ~ a s. il 7 1!1 !I 
83 IC +i Tach 15 di ~l - - . . - - - . 
-
S 4 -1 Tiit:h {.iG o~) . . - - . . . -
85 lt•l H1.:h !7 dig~ - . . - . . 





8 7 l(•l Tach (le:11 !lG·7l - - . . . . - - . 
88 lt"'l Ta.~ [1!)1] 9 HI 8 10 e I! !I II 7 e a I 
8 9 IM Ccm ~{amp} i TO f: JIJ !,1 I! B !I 7 !i IJ I 
9 Q , 8. RKIR¥ i ~ ?' ~I ~ f ~ ~ If 7 s 
91 I.~.!. !·lPATT , 9 7 7 8 g 0 Iii 9 !l 8 IS. 
9 2 01. (-)PATi 2 g 1 7 e 9 9 9 9 6 fl 6 
93 II. (•]F'.A.'f'I3 tl 
"' 
7 II 9 9 !I 9 e e 5 
9' 4 .ll, HPAI!' A g 1' 7 II g 
" 
g g B a 5 
95 . a-..DPA1T s 9 1 1 a II g ~ ~ G a 5 
9 :8 .;.,J-J'PAT1 ~ g 1 7 D 8 II g 'il' 15 ·B 5 
9 7 a c-}PA1T 7 II 1 7 'B 'il 5I 9 9 6 ! B 
98 a., (·)PATi fl !I '1 1 !! g II a 9 6 e .5 
99 a. !· )PAlT trnnl 9 1 7 a !l 9' g Q 6 II. 5 
1. 00 a. p PATT j mn 2·8 1 9 7 7 a 9 9 9 9 6 a 5 
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Appendix 6 Critical Value Table 
sa BR BS BT BU BV BW BX BY BZ CA CB cc co CE CF CG 
1 01 SPORT·-> SB!(Fp) SB11Fp) SB/{Fp) SB/(Fp: SnSki SnSki SnSkl SnSkl SnSki Surf Bia 
102 Position--> c H EC An Alp Slm GSim 01 N-CC 
103 Category--> 
104 a. (·) (spd)(comp) 9 7 7 8 9 9 9 9 6 B 5 
105 b. {-)PATI 1(dlr} 9 7 8 9 9 9 9 9 6 8 5 
106 b. (-)PATI 2(dir) 9 7 8 9 9 9 9 9 6 8 5 
107 b. _(:JPA n 3!dirl 9 7 8 9 ll 9 9 9 6 8 5 
108 b. (-)PATI 4(dir) 9 7 8 9 ll 9 9 9 6 B 5 
109 b. {-)PATI 5(d ir)_ 9 7 8 9 9 9 9 9 6 8 5 
110 b. (-)PATI 6(dir) 9 7 8 9 9 9 9 9 6 8 5 
1 1 1 b. (-)PATI 7(dir) 9 7 8 9 9 9 9 9 6 8 5 
11 2 b. (-)PATI 8(dlr) 9 7 8 9 9 9 g 9 6 B 5 
11 3 b. (-)PATI (mn)(dir:l 9 7 8 9 9 9 9 9 6 8 5 
114 b. (·) (mn 2-8l(dirl 9 7 8 9 9 9 9 9 6 8 5 
11 5 b. (·) (comp)(dir) 9 7 8 9 9 9 9 9 6 8 5 
116 c. {-)RxH 9 9 6 9 g 9 9 9 7 8 5 
117 c. {-)RspH B 9 6 9 9 9 9 ll 7 7 5 
11 8 c. (-)MRspH 8 9 6 9 9 9 9 g 7 7 5 
11 9 c. (-JH (camp) 8.5 9 6 9 9 9 9 9 7 7.5 5 
120 c. (-)RxF 9 g 6 9 9 9 9 9 8 9 5 
1 21 c. (-)RspF 8 9 6 9 g g 9 9 8 9 5 
122 c. (-)MRspF 8 9 6 g 9 g 9 9 8 g 5 
123 c. (-)F (coiT1{J) 8 .5 9 6 9 9 9 9 9 8 9 5 
124 c. Rx plus(co_mpl 8.5 9 6 9 9 9 9 9 7.5 8.25 5 
125 Rx!Rsp (comp) 9 9 7 9 9 9 9 9 5 7 5 
126 g, Antlclp_•lfon 8 9 7 8 8 9 9 g 7 8 6 
127 I<·JS.Obj 1 mph 8 9 7 8 8 9 9 9 7 8 6 
128 I<·JB-Obj 1 m_ph 8 9 7 B 8 9 9 9 7 8 6 
129 I<·JB-Obj 1 mph 8 9 7 8 8 9 9 9 7 8 6 
130 [(-JS.Obl 5 mph 8 9 7 8 8 9 9 9 7 8 6 
1 31 [(-)S.Obj 5 m_ph 8 9 7 8 8 9 9 9 7 B 6 
132 I (-)B-Obj 5 mph 8 9 7 8 6 9 9 9 7 a 6 
133 [(-)B-Obl 10 mph B 9 7 8 a 9 9 9 7 8 6 
134 [(-)B-Obl 10 mph a 9 7 a 8 9 9 9 7 B 6 
135 I!-JB·Ob· 10 mph B 9 7 8 6 9 9 9 7 8 6 
136 [ (-)_B·Obl 20 mph B 9 7 6 8 9 9 9 7 8 6 
137 I!-)8-0b! 20 mph 8 9 7 8 8 9 9 9 7 8 6 
138 l!-l8-0bl 20 mph 8 9 7 8 8 9 9 9 7 8 6 
139 -)8-0bj 30 mph 8 9 7 8 8 9 9 9 7 8 6 
140 -)B-Ob] 30 mph 8 9 7 8 a 9 9 9 7 B 6 
1 41 -)8-0bj 30 mph 8 9 7 8 8 9 9 9 7 B 6 
142 +1-)(E/l) 8 9 7 8 B 9 9 9 7 8 6 
143 +i·) EOL) 9 10 8 9 a 9 8 10 7 8 6 
144 (+1-)0b!Sb (cmp) 8 9 7 8 8 9 9 9 7 8 6 







Appendix 6 Critical Value Table 
BQ BR BS BT BU ~ BV BW_ _ax. BY BZ CA CB cc co CE CF ro 
1 51 SPORT--> I SB/(FpJ SB/(Fp: SB/(Fp) SBI(Fp) SnSkl SnSkl SnSkl SnSkl SnSkl Sur1 Bla 
152 Position--> c H oc A1 Alp Slm GSim [}-l N-CC 
153 CategorY--> 
154 10- V/8 
155 +)[VB 1.] s 9 s 8 9 9 9 9 8 9 8 
156 +)[VB II.] 7 7 6 7 6 8 8 9 7 8 8 
157 !+)[VB Il l.) 9 g 8 9 g g 9 g s 10 6 
158 !+)[VB IV.) s 8 7 9 g 9 g 9 9 10 6 
159 +)[VB V. ] 7 7 6 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 6 
160 !+)[VB Tot 1-5-l 
1 61 +}[VB VI. 1 7 7 7 8 9 9 9 9 7 9 8 
162 VIB_Icmp) 
163 11- lm•gNi• 8 7 Q 8 8 Q 8 g 11 g g 
164 ?)SOJ-A 8 s 9 9 9 9 9 10 7 9 9 
165 ?)SOI-B 9 7 9 9 9 9 8 9 7 9 9 
166 /mag/Vis (cmp) 8 7 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
167 
168 
169 
170 
1 71 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
200 I 
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